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Abstract
This thesis contributes to the field of collaborative information systems and Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW). It extends the notion of technological support for design activities "in
use" beyond providing the flexibility to tailor collaborative software, to provide means to support the
appropriation process of these tools in their application fields.
Two long-term studies on the evolution of usages of collaborative software in a German authority
and in a network of freelancers in the field of consulting form the foundation of this work. Based on
the experience there, it was possible to identify user activities that drive the appropriation process and
to establish a perspective on the appropriation of a Groupware as a social process. Appropriation can
be described as a collaborative effort of end users, who perform "appropriation activities" to make
sense of the software in their work context. Besides activities to configure the software to fit into the
technological, organisational and individual work context of the users ('Tailoring'), there is a larger
area of technology-related communication, demonstration and negotiation activities aimed at
establishing a shared understanding of how a software artefact works and what it can contribute to the
shared work context. The mutual shaping of the technology and organisational contexts resemble an
ongoing design process that end users perform largely without any involvement of professional
developers.
This perspective is the guiding line for developing means for "Appropriation Support", i.e., means
to support the appropriation activities that end users perform. To inform the design of appropriation
support measures and functions, current approaches that capture the collaborative dimensions of
tailoring, and the necessities of 'discourse ergonomics' for technology-related online communication
are explored. The trend to work with a tool 'infrastructure' instead of monolithic Groupware tools is
a complicating yet important secondary consideration here, since it demonstrates the necessity to
offer support 'beyond one tool' to support a use-oriented perspective on appropriation.
The resulting idea of 'Use Discourse Environments' as a main concept for appropriation support
which captures the activities of communication, demonstration and negotiation as well as the activity
of tailoring (where possible) was implemented and evaluated in two prototypes that refer to the
application fields of the initial studies. The idea of integrating online discourse, tool representations
and tailoring facilities served as a guideline for the use discourse both in an event notification service
as well as in the 'Online Future Workshop' that addressed a shared inter-organisational software
development infrastructure. Based on the evaluations, design recommendations for appropriation
support are made, and the problematic nature of appropriation activities as 'infrastructural work'
versus the 'productive work' that end users consider their main area of work is addressed. The thesis
concludes with a vision of collaborative software tools that do not only provide their original services,
but also address end users as a 'virtual community of technology practice'.

Keywords: CSCW, groupware, HCI, information systems, infrastructures, interventionist
research, participatory design, software design, tailoring, technology appropriation

Preface
It is a long way for me from the year 1994 – when I enthusiastically specialised in
Artificial Intelligence at the University of Kaiserslautern, fascinated by the use of the
beauty and aesthetics of mathematics and logic to develop technologies that more or less
emulate (and to a certain extent replace) human thinking and acting - to the year 2004,
when I deliver this PhD thesis, which at its heart argues for delivering technology that
allows users to negotiate the meaning and use modalities of technologies for every
specific social context anew.
It has been a process of understanding the different facets of the versatile matter that
“software” is, the clay from which the Golems populating the technological dimensions
of “the Information Society” are made. Like the Golem, a computer program or
application can be made to do work for us, or to support us in our activities. And, like the
Golem, no matter how pure the intentions and how pious the beliefs of the creators may
have been, an application may deny the service it is expected to deliver, or even prove
malicious if not “used” accordingly. The Golem had to be put to rest, because there was
no way of improving its creation to obtain the benefits without the problems. But unlike
with the Golem, the act of software creation has nothing divine nor mysterious, and the
how and why of its failure in the eyes of its “users” can be explored, if we are willing to
learn methods and attitudes from other scientific disciplines besides engineering and
mathematics. Unlike clay, the matter that we are working with is so versatile that it can
even support us not only in constructing new Golems (we already do that), but also in
getting to know the nature of every individual Golem and in developing a shared
understanding of what its role and task should be in our village. This functional metalevel which supports social, technology-related reflection still needs to be further
explored…
My interest in the “human side” of computing resulted from a “failure” to solve the
main task of my master thesis. For a process modelling and enactment framework with a
very sophisticated modelling language I was supposed to write an algorithm that could
decide which parts of a (partially executed) process could be reused after a process
change. I was able to identify that – even with all the sophistication of this process
modelling language – there was no way to automatically decide on the validity of partial
results of processes. There might always be some dependencies that are not covered by

the model, and even within the model there could be hidden dependencies between the
process and the object model. Involving users at some point could have been a way out of
potential problems, but somehow I felt that this was not in the scope of the considerations
on Artificial Intelligence. Nevertheless, I am very thankful to Michael M. Richter and
Frank Maurer for not just teaching about, but rather letting me participate in computer
science research even though I was “only” a student.
It was the famous German “yellow book”1 that – describing social issues in
Computing - turned my master thesis experience into a professional interest; and for that
recommendation I am indebted to Frank Leidermann. Considering the obvious lack of
knowledge, education and experience regarding the research areas of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), I have to thank
Armin B. Cremers and Volker Wulf for their trust in me in accepting me as a researcher
and colleague with the project group on HCI and CSCW (ProSEC) at the University of
Bonn in 1997. Together with my colleagues Sascha Alda, Pascal Costanza, Lea-Patrizia
Engelskirchen, Helge Kahler, Günther Kniesel, Birgit Lemken, Bernhard Nett, Markus
Rittenbruch, Markus Rohde, Gunder-Lily Sievert, Bettina Törpel, and Markus Won they
provided a research environment that was as enriching as challenging regarding the
discourse on combining methodologies from computer and information sciences with
insights from the social sciences. I thank Peter Mambrey and Oliver Märker as
cooperating researchers not only for contributing to this discourse, but also for sharing
my ongoing interest in “Electronic Democracy”.
Aside from the issues covered in this thesis, this research environment also allowed
me to cultivate my interest in the fields of Participatory Design (PD), Knowledge
Management and Community Systems, which also occasionally play a role in this thesis.
I am very glad that we managed to maintain our cooperation by founding the
“International Institute for Socio-Informatics Bonn” (IISI) in 2000, which has become
one of the platforms that contributed to the completion of the research presented here.
But it is Kari Kuutti and my colleagues at the Laboratory of Human-computer
Interaction and Group Technology at the University of Oulu who deserve most of the
credit for making this thesis possible. The friendly, inspiring and stimulating work
environment that has been provided to me in the last year by my colleagues Leena
Arhippainen, Seamus Hickey, Giulio Iacucci, Helena Karasti, Eeva Leinonen, Tonja
Molin-Juustila, Pertti Repo, Anna-Liisa Syrjänen and Marika Tähti has been a great help
in the successful completion of this research.
Research disciplines and communities develop their own culture of communication
and collaboration, and I have been positively surprised by the sense of friendliness and
pertinence I encountered in the fields of CSCW and PD, and that I believe will contribute
to the ongoing success of these disciplines. There are a number of researchers I could
mention that contribute to this productive atmosphere with their personal style, but I trust
that they already know that I am talking about them…
Regarding the research issues presented in this thesis, I am deeply indebted to my
colleagues Sascha Alda, Giulio Iacucci, Helge Kahler, Bettina Törpel, Markus Won, and
1

Friedrich J, Herrmann T, Peschek M & Rolf A (eds) (1995). Informatik und Gesellschaft (“Computer Science
and Society”), Heidelberg, Germany, Spektrum (in German). Discussion about its actual color still ongoing
(green vs. yellow)…

Volker Wulf for the vivid discussions on CSCW systems in general and the role of
tailoring in particular. Frequent discussions with Volker Wulf and Bettina Törpel
significantly contributed to my understanding of the relations between the organisational
and technological issues of groupware use that finally resulted in the perspective on
“appropriation” that is the foundation of my work. Phillippe Nuderscher, Gunnar Stevens,
Sedat Uyar, and Markus Won deserve credit for the practical and theoretical work they
contributed to the realisation of my ideas. The discussions with Kari Kuutti and Helena
Karasti helped me significantly to relate my ideas to current discussions in design
research and new notions of “infrastructure”.
I would like to thank Kari Kuutti and Volker Wulf particularly for their loyalty,
patience and support they showed when the completion of this thesis seemed to be
painfully far away. Additionally, I would like to thank Kari Kuutti for the constructive
and fruitful discussions on how to improve the presentation of my work.
Maintaining the same high level of comment quality, the work on improving this
thesis has been continued by Yvonne Dittrich and Anders Morch in their role as
evaluators of this thesis. I would like to thank them for the time and effort they invested
as well as for their insights and suggestions on tailoring and appropriation.
A special thanks goes to my parents, Ingeborg and Wilfried, whose enduring and
unconditional love and moral support has always been a source of motivation and
inspiration for me.
There is a saying that “it takes a village to raise a child”, so maybe it takes a town to
raise a “Doctor”. Some inhabitants of my town I have already mentioned, but the
neighbourhood would never have been quite as nice without Andrea, Anja, Anna-Liisa,
Annette, Beat, Bernhard, Bettina, Birgit, Dian, Diana, Eveliina, Falko, Frank, Giulio,
Gotlind, Gunder, Gunnar, Helena, Helge, Holm, Ikuko, Inga, Jens, Jörg, Katrin,
Laurence, Markus, Matthias, Mika, Peter, Rainer, Ricarda, Stefan, Susanne, Tim, Torsten,
Volker, my sister Simone, and all my family. Thank you for just being who you are.
Volkmar Pipek

Oulu, December 2004
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1 Introduction
This thesis is about a very common problem in Information Systems research. Maybe it is
even the problem of Information Systems research: how to develop a situation, in which
information technology (maybe newly developed) successfully supports human activities
in a way that is perceived as an improvement on earlier situations.
There were times when this seemed to be a rather straightforward task. Up to the early
80’s, the main problems for a programmer were mainly “engineering problems”: finding
the right abstraction of reality, formalising it, implementing computational methods that
produced a desired output that was helpful for a practical problem when interpreted
appropriately. There seemed to be no reasons to specifically consider “users” in the
design - of course their task should be made as easy as possible (e.g. by providing
appropriate input devices, or navigation structures) - but in general a designer could
expect that “users” (e.g. data typists, operators) would be professionally trained to work
with the information technology, and they would do nothing else but work with the
information technology.
Two innovations significantly complicated the situation. With the emergence of the
Personal Computer (PC), and the increasing commonality of having a PC on every office
desk, an application and use culture evolved where users were not necessarily trained
beyond a certain basic computer knowledge, and where users were not assigned to roles
and positions where the use of the information technology exclusively belonged to the
primary tasks of the role or position. In this line of development, computer support at
work now also went beyond supporting standardised or routine tasks. With the emergence
of computer networks in organisations, an application and use culture evolved in which
the success and failure of Information Technology concepts did not depend on one user,
but on a group of interconnected, collaborating users.
Consequently, “usability” aspects became a bigger issue in the design of Information
Technology artefacts. The disciplines of Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) and
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) emerged to address the relevant issues
of design aspects like Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) as well as more user-centred
design methodologies.
Throughout the years and throughout the developments, “to design” and “to develop”
were the original and natural activities of the technology-producing professions, and
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quality and “art” of the activities were treated as the main factors for a successful
outcome. This attitude seemed to be plausible on first sight because of the vast
technological knowledge and the professional dedication that it takes to produce an
Information Technology artefact. It is a historical fact that for quite some time it seemed
to be appropriate since “using” meant to professionally adapt to a technology (thus
remaining a low-relevance factor in design) because of the definition of roles and
positions in an organisation. But it was also put into doubt later when the less-trained
“casual IT user” and the less stable “IT user group” emerged and practical experiences
proved that no design methodology – no matter how careful – was able to foresee all the
aspects of a use situation that were relevant for a “successful support of human
activities”, especially with the mutual user dependencies in collaborative settings.
At this point I want to point out that I did not refer to roles like “designer” or “user” in
my initial description of “the Information Systems research problem”, and that I did not
define any responsibilities for success. I am not denying the necessity of the competences
and skills that usually are related with a “technology designer”. But in my opinion (and
for this work) it is necessary to remain open-minded regarding the different
accountabilities of information technology development. The perspective that a
successful use of Information Technology lies in the hand of the “designer” (the
technologically skilled person) is historically plausible (as I wanted to demonstrate with
my summary of Information Systems research history), but it is neither necessary nor
useful to insist on it when facing new collaborative settings.
In the field of CSCW another perspective emerged that this thesis tries to develop
further. In that perspective it is an accepted fact that the requirements for software for
organisational settings cannot be anticipated to an extent that guarantees a successful use
situation. Instead, the “user” – a person with expertise regarding most non-technological
aspects of the use situation that software will encounter – is given the opportunity to
actively influence the behaviour of the software. Either she participates in the design
itself (the “Participatory Design” perspective), or the software is designed in a way that
allows its modification during use (the “Tailoring” perspective). In both cases the “users”
is addressed actively as one of the driving forces in establishing “successful support of
human activities” in an organisational application field.
In this thesis I address the active part a “user” takes to put a software artefact into use.
I refer to these activities “users” engage in to accommodate a software artefact in an
organisational setting, and in aligning new technological use opportunities and
meaningful use purposes, as “appropriation activities”. It is the goal of my research, to
better understand the nature and the important framing conditions of these activities, and
to explore what kind of technological support collaborative software artefacts may be
provided for different kinds of appropriation activities.
The discussions around technological support for “tailoring” collaborative software are
my starting point, and lead to a discussion on how further functionality can contribute to
new kinds of support for appropriation activities. I derive important appropriation
activities from two long-term studies in which I participated. My idea to support “use
discourses” by providing integrated means for use-related articulations, and for “software
quoting” is developed from experiences from earlier research regarding articulation
support in design and knowledge management. I then further explore these ideas in two
studies where I built and evaluated prototypes for supporting “use discourses”. I hope
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that, together with other research, my work contributes to lifting the discussion on
technical issues of “Tailorability” to a more holistic perspective on “Appropriation
Support”.
I start with an illustrative example of technology appropriation; then I describe my
research approach and give an overview on my publications on which this thesis is based.

1.1 An appropriation example
To illustrate my approach, I describe an example for technology appropriation from
my personal experience on how I appropriated the technology for mobile telephony.
The development of the modern variation of mobile phones started in the early 80’s. I
was not very aware of the development, although the “communicator” from the “Star
Trek” series seemed to be an interesting artefact. When in the early 90s the first mobile
phones became available, the technology seemed to be far too overpriced, dangerous for
my health (radiation!), and in most cases I observed its use as rather pretentious, as not
really necessary. When the prices became more reasonable, many of my friends started
using mobile phones, while I still resisted because it did not seem necessary and the
health issues seemed not to be really resolved.
In the summer of 2001, two situations occurred that contributed to a change in my
attitude. First, a friend of mine came by my place to pick me up to go out. As usual, she
did not find a parking space in my street, so she called me to ask me to come down while
she was driving around the block. I have had the situation several times when I was
picking up friends, and this usage of a mobile phone seemed to be very useful to me. A
second valuable usage was explained to me in interviews with freelancers in one of our
projects. When asked, why they do not use the “Shared Calendar” function of their
groupware, they explained that they usually make appointments and other calls while
driving in their car – using mobile phones – since there was nothing else to do there.
Again I could easily relate that to me, because I also got easily bored when driving a car.
Why not call friends while driving?
In the autumn of 2001 I bought my first mobile phone. I want to point out that the
technology did not change very much in the five years between total denial and actual use
of the technology; the “technology designers” had little influence on the buying decision.
It was rather my notion of “interesting usages” that evolved over the years. While this
could be seen as an “individual” development, it clearly has a social dimension because I
was involved in interactions with technology (co-)users. Although there were also quite a
number of more subtle, or “cultural” aspects that contributed to my acceptance decision, I
would like to refer to three types of activity that supported my appropriation of mobile
phone technology.
− Observing usages: simply by observing other people using a mobile phone I was able
to check whether the usage met problem situations I thought to be relevant (e.g.
finding your friends at a rock concert). In that respect, not only qualitative information
was helpful, but also quantitative information, e.g. seeing the use of mobile phones
spread, despite the health concerns.
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− Demonstrating usages: aside from more accidental observation, some features like the
T9-Technology for writing short messages could be demonstrated to me.
− Communicating use context: above that, there were other situations in which people
described how they used the mobile technology (e.g. the interviews with the
freelancers).
Of course, the general usefulness of the technology still was an important prerequisite for
these activities being relevant.
What kind of technological features afforded these activities? The small size and the
mobility of a mobile phone itself allowed friends of mine to show me the functions of a
mobile phone, the ubiquity of mobile technology allowed the observation of mobile
phone users in many different use contexts, and the fact that the new technology
connected to a technology I was already using (ordinary telephone) also helped, e.g. in
being involved in a use situation (telephone call) with the new technology, or learning
about the new technology. As I started to use advanced functions of the technology (e.g.
mobile internet access), other functions helped, like an SMS sent by my provider to
configure my mobile phone correctly.
This was a short case of appropriation of mobile phone technology (a broader
description of aspects of appropriating mobile telephony can be found in Ling 1999). In
this work I am exploring similar activities and technological features for the case of
groupware technology, to more actively support the collaborative appropriation of
collaborative software artefacts.

1.2 Research approach
The research question I raise in this thesis can be stated as follows:
What are the “user” roles and “user” activities that contribute to sustainably
successful design, configuration and use of collaborative software systems in
organisations and what can these tools offer to support these activities?
The research task has social science aspects, but also a strong bias regarding the design of
computer support for certain activities. What should the research process look like? The
moving target of my research has Heisenbergian characteristics: the resulting quality
when designing support for an activity the exact nature of which is unknown and may be
altered by the design effort itself can neither be anticipated nor straightforwardly proven.
In fact, the goal of my research is the improvement of a social practice (the continuing
appropriation of a collaborative software system), in which the technological concepts
developed are “only” a means to an end. However, they are the means whose
manipulation fall into the scope of my expertise and the scientific discipline to which I
belong. But the development of an understanding of existing and potential practices and
the construction of the means cannot be clearly separated, and the success measures are
hard to establish.
This dynamic is not uncommon for research questions in the field of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) and Computer-supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). The
similarity of this dynamic to problems in other design disciplines (resp. design as a
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discipline, cf. Jones 1970, Cross 1984, Laurel 2003) has nurtured an ongoing discussion
on the relation of research and design in HCI for quite some years now (e.g. Ehn 1988,
Kuutti and Bannon 1993, Bannon and Bødker 1995, Coyne 1995, Löwgren 1995,
Winograd et al. 1996, Löwgren and Stolterman 1999, Fallman 2003). Löwgren (1995)
describes two (over-generalised) tendencies of capturing the problem: the engineering
design perspective (i.e. How to solve the problem? Sequential, analytical process towards
one solution) and the creative design perspective (i.e. What is the problem to solve?
Parallel, unpredictable – creative - process towards multiple possibilities before
committing). Traditional approaches in software engineering stressed the engineering
perspective for a long time (Royce 1970, Boehm 1988, Rumbaugh et al. 1990, Jacobson
et al. 1999), although recent developments focus more on the “creative” perspective
(Cockburn 2002, Beck 2000). The intention was to have a well-organised software
development process with well-defined steps to follow. In time, process descriptions
became more sophisticated regarding the analytical as well as the production-oriented
aspects, and – based on a growing body of experience - developed into incremental,
iterative approaches (Boehm 1988, Jacobson et al. 1999), thus losing some of the clarity
again. These approaches have been considered problematic in their application to HCI
regarding the “external design” (Löwgren 1995) of a software product (i.e. behaviour and
appearance, services offered and place in an organisational context). The discussions
regarding the separability of “user interface” and “application logic” illustrated the
possible misperceptions (Kuutti and Bannon 1993). Löwgren concludes from field
studies and design research that the “creative perspective”, employing a multiplicity of
methods that involve the designers as well as the users in a weaker design framework, is
more appropriate for HCI design. Reisin (1991) described this process as a “shared theory
building” of users and designers, and elaborated on the following notion of “programs as
theories” by Naur:
"The proper, primary aim of programming is not to produce programs, but to have
the programmers build theories of the manner in which the problems at hand are
solved by program execution." (Naur 1985, p.253)
Floyd et al. (1989b) presented an approach for an iterative software development process
that subscribed to this perspective, which has been extended by Wulf and Rohde (1995).
But the formality and interpretations of the descriptions of design processes is only
one specific issue of HCI design compared to software development in general. The core
problem is the development of methods to cope both with the analytical/empirical
dimensions of the overall design as with the “art of production” of software artefacts.
While there have been approaches to capture the problem by simply combining methods
(e.g. McDaniel et al. 1994), others worked towards theoretical frameworks that could
serve as a shared background for empirical as well as development activities (Bannon and
Bødker 1991, Raeithel 1991, Kuuti and Bannon 1993). But especially in the field of
CSCW, interdisciplinarity (or interdisciplinary involvement) became a central issue of
importance. The efforts aim at blurring the lines between the professions and roles in
design processes towards an interdisciplinary skill development. Discussions suggested
the incorporation of social science methodology in software development efforts (e.g.
“Contextual Design”, Beyer and Holtzblatt 1999). Especially the ethnographic (or,
inspired by Suchman 1987, more specific: ethnomethodological) methods have been
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adapted by CSCW designers (e.g. Blomberg et al. 1993, Simonsen and Kensing 1998).
However, as Shapiro (1994) pointed out, it remains a specific problem of the
interdisciplinarity of CSCW research, that in the original social sciences the methods
have been aimed at a more theoretical understanding of phenomena, while CSCW
research in the end should inform the design of “coordination mechanisms” (Schmidt and
Simone 1996). Button and Dourish (1996) pointed towards the diverging tendencies of
between the detail-orientation of ethnographic methods and the generalisation necessities
of system design. But many studies show that ethnographic methods have been accepted
for understanding technology use in cooperative work settings (e.g. Karsten and Jones
1998, Ackerman and Halverson 1998, Orlikowski 2000). Button and Dourish (1996) push
the integration idea even to the level of software system organisation by establishing
theory links between ethnomethodology and systems design.
On the other hand, suggestions for a more design-oriented approach to social science
practice have been made. Rogers (1997) calls for a more “proactive” role of social
scientists in a design setting, and for making the ethnographers’ voice heard. The
application of methods from participatory design (Mumfort 1983, Floyd et al. 1989a,
Schuler and Namioka 1993) links the social scientist as a facilitator of user articulations
to the design process. The “participatory action research” perspective (Whyte 1991)
suggests an even more active role of a researcher in the field, as an initiator, facilitator
and observer of change.
In Fallman’s (2003) discussion of design-oriented research versus research-oriented
design, the activity of sketching is perceived as a “boundary activity” between both
directions that is deeply rooted in current design practice. I see its importance for HCI
reflected in the use of prototypes in several HCI contexts (e.g. Melde et al. 1985, Bødker
and Grønbæk 1989). The combination of “production” and “understanding” aspects in
design remains hard to capture for design research in general. Swann (2002) remains
sceptical regarding the straightforwardness of general descriptions of an “appropriate”
design process:
“However, it is in the end usage of a designed product that belongs in the social
science world. Design deals in human interactions with artefacts and situations that
contain a great deal of uncertainty. Design research is tied to a domain that derives
its creative energy from the ambiguities of an intuitive understanding of
phenomena.” (Swann 2002, p. 51)
The combination of “classical” design in terms of a weakly defined process of analysissynthesis-production-evaluation with methods from action research (Zuber-Skerrit 1992)
seems to him an appropriate way for improving design. Therefore, even for design in
general, similar considerations as in HCI design seem to apply.
The problem for my research, however, is that most of the design methodologies
described above aim at the development of one more or less definable product. My
research question is about understanding a process in the context of the development of
Information Technology, and designing a class of application functionality that has not
been addressed so far. It clearly fits the context of the approaches described above, but
the process of developing a research methodology for the question is more a process of
bricolage than of straightforward derivation. From the considerations above, a research
methodology for my research question can be described with the following cornerstones:
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−
−
−
−

an incremental development of the design aspects of the functionality to provide,
a close relation between design issues and practical experience
the use of prototypes as practical sketches of possible functionality
a design interventionist attitude that is represented by a choice of analytical and/or
empirical methods that represent the closest involvement with practice.

I will now describe the details of my research process. The initial impulse for my
research came from a comparison of the existing concepts to (technologically) support
“Tailoring” (altering software artefacts during use) and studies on practical experience
with tailoring support, or on organisational change processes that involved groupware
introduction and adaptation. While the support concepts concentrated on offering tool
flexibility and mechanisms for managing that flexibility, the studies and evaluations
showed more levels of activity beyond pure tool configuration issues. These activities are
within the focus of my research. Therefore, I had to resolve this general tension of
interdisciplinary research for my research problem of “understanding appropriation
activities beyond tool configuration and designing support for them”.
The course of my research can be described as follows:
− I took the existing suggestions for and states of tailoring environments for
collaborative software as a starting point;
− I examined the nature of the additional activities to support two long-term studies;
− I developed two prototypes/concepts as practical sketches of my idea of “use
discourse” environments to support appropriation activities that use “technologyrelated user-user communication”;
− I evaluated the prototypes in organisational environments as close as possible to the
actual use practice of groupware;
− and I derived new insights on the nature of the appropriation activities as well as new
design recommendations for the implementation of support concepts.
The first step also involved an explanation of the terms used, especially “tailoring”,
“appropriation” and “appropriation activitiy”, and a classification of tailoring scenarios
and approaches according to the notion of sociality that I associated with my perspective
on “appropriation” (chapters 2, 4 and 5). The scenarios with the arguably highest
motivation and necessity for collaboration in tailoring activities became the focus of my
research. I now refer to the methodological decisions I took.
The first task in my research was to explore a kind of user activities that was present in
descriptions of tailoring processes, but still rather hard to describe (chapter 3, Publication
I and II). In the field of CSCW, the usual way to address rather unknown behaviour is by
the use of ethnographical field methods. To better understand the activities that users
engage in to invent or change technology usages, I took part in two long-term studies.
Between 1994 and 1999 (I joined in 1997), colleagues and I were involved in
accompanying and observing the introduction of a groupware system in a German
authority (representing a “Shared Tool” tailoring scenario, Publication I). Between 1996
and 2002 (I joined in 2000) colleagues and I have been involved in accompanying the
further development of an organisation-wide groupware in a network of freelancers
(representing a “Shared Infrastructure” scenario, Publication II). In both cases I
participated in the ethnographical research focusing on aspects of tailoring and
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organisational change. I also had full access to the empirical material collected before I
joined. The main part of the material used here was collected from semi-structured onsite interviews, workshop and meeting observations, and additional casual
communications with users in the fields. To record the results of the observations, I
usually took notes.
My understanding of appropriation as something that is not only “happening”, but
rather “performed” by users significantly benefited from the outstanding length and
closeness of relations between researchers and users. In both cases, researchers (including
myself) went beyond the role of an “observer participant” (Blomberg et al. 1993) in
taking part in the processes as advisors and technological support providers, although not
to the extent that is associated with the “participant observer” role (Cole 1991) in action
research (Whyte 1991).
For the second task (chapter 6 and 7, Publications III-VI), the extension of tailoring
environments to support further communicative appropriation activities, I decided to also
draw on experiences regarding design-oriented online communication from design fields
and from knowledge management. My research activities there included a minor part in a
research project on supporting urban planning (Publication III) and literature reviews in
software development (chapter 6) and communication-based knowledge management
(Publication IV). Clearly, feasibility studies would not have been sufficient to prove the
viability of my approaches and to learn more about the appropriation activities I wanted
to support.
The decision about the kind of appropriation processes to support my prototypes
(including tools involved, design of appropriation support, accompanying research, etc.)
was based on the availability of application fields for a practical evaluation of the
concepts. Again, I found one representative of a “Shared Tool” scenario (the authority
already described above, Publication V), and one of a “Shared Infrastructure” scenario (a
project of four cooperating research institutions, Publication VI). The decision to address
very specific tailoring problems (“configuration of an awareness service”, “configuration
of a shared software development infrastructure”) in the prototypes also was motivated
by the desire to closely relate it to current practices in the application fields to be able to
derive viable empirical data for deepening the understanding of communicative
appropriation activities from the evaluations. The decisions also benefited informally
from my year-long involvement with the application fields.
The third task was the evaluation of the prototypes (chapter 7). While for the “Shared
infrastructure” application field (in which I also participated for several years) a full
evaluation of my concept using the same ethnographic methods as described above was
possible, the application field for the “Shared Tool” scenario was reorganised and
disappeared before the prototype could be finished. Faced with the choice of either
evaluating it in a laboratory setting, or involving colleagues who worked with the original
application field in a “heuristic evaluation” (Nielsen 1993), I took the latter option
because I believe that to be closer to an actual use practice.
Finally, I explored the empirical material collected from the studies as well as from the
prototype evaluations to derive a deeper understanding of the nature of the appropriation
activities that I addressed as well as to derive design recommendations for further
developing support concepts (chapter 7). I closed my research by addressing other ideas
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from existing publications that could contribute to my vision of “appropriation support”
as an important design aspect for collaborative software products (chapter 8).

1.3 Overview and guide to the original publications
“Tailorability” has become an important design aspect specifically for collaborative tools.
Current approaches to support tailorability in collaborative software products only
address part of the issues that empirical studies on organisational change and tailoring
activities reveal as important. While the support approaches focus on improving the
flexibility of tools and on improving the usability of interfaces for tailoring, the studies
also point to communicative and collaborative user activities that are highly important for
creating and maintaining successful use situations in organisations. With this thesis, I
want to examine the nature of these activities and develop concepts to integrate support
for these activities with current approaches to support tailoring.
Therefore, I embed tailoring into the larger context of a process of “appropriation” of a
collaborative software product by a group of users or an organisation, and focus these
communicative and collaborative user activities beyond tool configuration. Based on a
“design interventionist” perspective I develop and evaluate concepts to support these
“appropriation activities”, and to complement “Tailorability” as an important design
aspect of collaborative tools with a more holistic notion of “Appropriation Support”.
In the field of developing tailorable systems, the technological support concepts
usually perceived a “tailoring activity” as an act of tool modification without addressing
the broader background of activities that preceded and accompanied a tailoring activity.
But in the studies (Mackay 1990, MacLean et al. 1990, Orlikowski 1996b) and in the
widely referenced paper of Henderson and Kyng (1991) other activities (learning,
documenting, communicating) are mentioned as relevant and important to the process of
changing tool usages in the context of changing organisational requirements.
I refer to tailoring activities and the other activities as being part of a larger, ongoing
“appropriation process” of a collaborative software tool. I regard this process of changing
work practice – together with that of the tool usages - as the actual process to address.
While tailoring remains an important appropriation activity to support, I focus my work
on the “other” activities, and on how to support them. The discussion about “supporting
tailorability” is then transformed into a more holistic discussion about designing for
“appropriation support” within collaborative tools.
I understand the appropriation of a software product in general as a deeply social
process, but in collaborative software products that social aspect becomes even more
important for the success of technology use in organisations (e.g. the “critical mass”
argument, Grudin 1988).
What other support activities are there? The general goal of the research presented
here is to better understand appropriation activities with regard to collaborative software
products, and to develop support concepts for that broader notion of appropriation. In this
respect, I address these associated research questions:
− What are the relevant appropriation activities in the context of adapting usages to
changing organisational needs?
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− What are the important collaborative aspects of tailoring/appropriation scenarios for
groupware products and how do existing approaches to tailoring address that
collaborative dimension?
− How can we extend tailoring environments to support additional activities? Our idea
here is the support of “use discourses”.
− What can we learn from other design support concepts for “use discourses”?
− What can we learn from the experimental implementation of “use discourses” for the
design of appropriation support as well as for a better understanding of appropriation
activities?
Throughout my argument, the increasing heterogeneity of collaborative tools in modern
workplaces will be an important side issue of my considerations.
In the end, I will be able to better characterise the nature and framing conditions of the
appropriation activities I have been addressing to suggest design recommendations for
appropriate support concepts.
I now describe the argument of this introduction in more detail. The argument also
reflects the temporal development of my research and can be roughly divided into three
parts.
In the first part (chapters 2 to 5; Publications I and II), I develop my perspective on
appropriation activities as collaborative activities, and the basic idea for supporting them.
In chapter 2 I introduce the notion of appropriation and appropriation activities from a
critical discussion of studies on and approaches to support tailorability. Tailoring is an
important appropriation activity, but it is not the only one and maybe even not the first for
consideration. Collaborative user activities of learning, sharing and communicating are
very visible in studies on groupware adoption and tailoring.
The closer examination of technology-related user-user-interactions starts in chapter 3,
where I draw on my two long-term studies of evolving use of collaborative software
(Publication I and II) in two very different settings.
Publication I (also referred to as Pipek and Wulf 1999) describes the use of a standard
groupware product in a German authority during almost four years with a special focus
on one important work process and the changes it underwent at that time. The changes in
tool usages emerged from discussions of available artefacts and collaborative technology,
and resulted in tailoring activities to implement the changes. Several side episodes
described also point out the variety of (non-) participation attitudes and activities in the
appropriation of the collaborative software product.
Publication II (also referred to as Törpel et al. 2003) describes ongoing approaches to
establish an organisation-wide groupware product in a network of freelancers despite
frequently occurring local usages of other collaborative software products. The spreading
of technologies and technology usages was collected from a bird’s eye perspective as
well as from a worm’s eye perspective and again illustrates the importance of user-userinteraction in the invention and diffusion of technology usages.
Both studies confirm the collaborative nature of groupware appropriation processes,
and point out multiple, local and spontaneous user interactions that precede and influence
practice and perspective on tool usages long before a tailoring activity is actually
invoked. “User-user communication” and “tool demonstration” are identified as
important (not necessarily separated) appropriation activities. On the other hand, the
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results of tailoring activities may define and standardise usages and become “boundary
objects” to describe and discuss use practices.
In chapter 4, I further explore the collaborative nature of tailoring as an appropriation
activitiy. I develop scenarios to describe the ties that motivate collaboration in tailoring
activities (“Shared Use”, “Shared Context”, “Shared Tool” and “Shared Infrastructure”
scenario) and describe existing approaches to support tailorability for collaborative
software products with regard to collaboration support in tailoring activities.
Chapter 5 presents my perspective on tailoring and the other appropriation activities,
and I develop the concept of use discourses as my approach to better support
appropriation as a whole. Use discourse environments complement tailoring
environments by allowing and supporting technology-related user-user communication
(and demonstration) within the collaborative infrastructure in which users are situated.
Chapter 5 ends part I of the introduction.
While the general functionality of use discourses as supporting user-user
communication/demonstration to resolve discontent on or to further improve use practice
is easily explained, I aimed to inform the design of use discourse environments by
learning from earlier relevant experiences. In part II (chapter 6; publications III and IV)
of the introduction I explore earlier experiences with communicative approaches to
support design tasks (urban planning, software development) and knowledge
management measures in chapter 6. My Publications III (also referred to as Pipek et al.
2000) and IV (also referred to as Pipek and Won 2002) capture some of the
considerations in more detail.
Publication III describes issues and concerns with an approach to support Urban
Planning with an Issue-based Information System (IBIS). For my research, especially the
concerns regarding the structuring of conversation, and the additional provision of
relevant representations played a major role.
Publication IV establishes a perspective on developing communication-oriented
approaches for Knowledge Management, and describes some existing approaches that
informed the realisation of “use discourse” support especially regarding enriching online
communication with additional supporting representations of the issues under discussion
(which related to demonstration support).
In the third part (chapters 7 and 8; Publications V and VI), I develop and describe two
prototypes of use discourse environments for very different collaborative tools and
organisational settings and combine my results with other research initiatives. In chapter
7 I bring the different experiences together and describe especially the design issues of
Integration, Software Quoting and Process Support. I briefly describe my prototypes (that
are extensively covered in Publication V, also referred to as Pipek 2003, and Publication
VI, also referred to as Pipek 2004).
Publication V describes a prototype to support collaborative tailoring as well as use
discourses regarding the configuration of an awareness service of a collaborative
software (i.e. a “Shared Tool” scenario). I successfully addressed all three design issues
to support the collaborative tailoring task. The prototype demonstrates what kind of
support for tailoring and use discourses can be offered when the solution space of
tailoring activities is comparatively restricted, formal and well-defined. This part of my
work is connected to the experience described in Publication I (i.e. in the same
application field).
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Publication VI describes a concept and a prototype to support the configuration of a
shared inter-organisational infrastructure with an “Online Future Workshop”. The concept
development and the evaluation illustrate the problematic issues of support for tailoring
and appropriation in “Shared infrastructure” scenarios, which usually have an undefined
and heterogeneous solution space for tailoring activities. This prototype and its evaluation
also demonstrate the competing necessities for “productive” and “infrastructural” work as
one of the crucial conflict lines for appropriation support. This part of my work connects
to the experiences described in Publication II (similar, not same application field).
I conclude chapter 7 with a summary from the evaluations of my prototypes, from
which I define additional characterisations of the appropriation activities I aimed to
support, and give recommendations for the design of use discourse environments.
I follow the question of what appropriation activities, aside from tailoring, are relevant
to invent and exchange usages of collaborative software. I identify “user-user
communication” and “tool demonstration” as relevant appropriation activities to support.
I develop the concept of “Use discourses” to support these activities, and collected
experiences from the evaluation of two prototypes. However, this is just one part of the
puzzle that a holistic notion of “appropriation support” is an important issue in the design
of collaborative tools. In chapter 7, the discussion about offering technology-related useruser communication ends with my focus on developing “Tailorability” concepts into a
more holistic notion of “Appropriation Support”. However, in Chapter 8 my research
closes by addressing other ongoing discussions relevant for further developing an
appropriation-centric perspective and a systematic development of appropriation support.
I embed my research in a vision of “Virtual Communities of Technology Practice” and
point out current research on “Infrastructuring” as an inspirational resource for further
developing “Appropriation Support”.

2 Tailoring and Appropriation Support: Terms and
Approaches
I now start with introducing some basic terms and approaches that manifest my
perspective on tailoring and appropriation. I will further refine my perspective through
the next three chapters before I start describing the developments of my prototypes.

2.1 Tailoring: Continuing Design in Use
Providing new and innovative artefacts of Information Technology, software or hardware,
for a specific field of application is inherently difficult. A description of a typical design
situation in the field of Information Technology involves “users” (people with knowledge
of the application field and the tasks which have to be done there) and “designers”
(people with knowledge of the technology and its possible uses) as main actors, and an IT
artefact and its potential usages as the focal point of interest and activity. There is a
design process that may or may not involve direct interaction between the actors, but that
has an artefact as an outcome that is considered helpful for users in an application field or
in an imagined use scenario. The defining success measure of that process is whether or
not the intended usage turns into real usage, whether or not the artefact is considered
helpful by a large number of intended users.
Several “user-oriented” design methodologies (e.g. “User-Centred Design”,
Vredenburg et al. 2001, Galer et al. 1992) developed to make sure that the desires and
needs from the application fields are considered in the design process of technologies.
However, most of them still separate very clearly the roles of “designers” and “users”,
and the phases of “design” and “use” in technology development. This is considered
problematic especially for collaborative settings and technologies (see “failure studies” of
groupware, e.g. Grudin 1988). The “requirements” of collaborative settings are hard to
capture with a level of detail sufficient to reliably inform design. In addition, the
provision of a new collaborative technology is not a “neutral” activity. It may render new
or changed practices, procedures, attitudes, fears and expectations in a field of application
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(especially visible in long-term studies, e.g. Orlikowski 1992, Karsten and Jones 1998),
and these may again result in different requirements for the technology.
Two different strategies evolved to cope with these dynamics: “Changing Design” and
“Designing for Change”. The “Changing Design” strategy aims at changing the
organisation of the design process itself. The “participatory” perspective (Mumfort 1981,
Ehn and Sjörgen 1991, Schuler and Namioka 1993, Kensing and Blomberg 1998) aims at
integrating users’ voices as active contributions to the design decisions made. The
“Continuing Design In Use” perspective (Greenbaum and Kyng 1991, Henderson and
Kyng 2001) focuses on the observation that changing contexts and requirements for
technological support are very common in organisational settings. Therefore, at least the
usages of technologies (if not the technologies themselves) undergo a permanent redesign in practice. The notion of “design” should be extended accordingly.
Related to the latter perspective is the second strategy of “Designing for Change”. It
focuses on designing Information Technology artefacts in a way that they provide the
flexibility to be “tailored” to fit different, unanticipated or changing organisational
contexts and use scenarios (Henderson and Kyng 1991, Trigg et al 1987). “Tailorability”
as a property of an artefact involves different dimensions and concerns. While it
generally aims at providing not only interfaces for using tools, but also interfaces for
modifying (“tailoring”) them, it is not easy to explain what the difference between
tailoring and use is (e.g. choosing a printer to print a text from a word processor:
“Tailoring” or “Use”?). Sometimes it may depend on the role of the actor whether an
activity is “tailoring” or “use” (e.g. the modification of access rights in a groupware tool
is “tailoring” for a secretary, but “use” for a system administrator).
The core question in the technological branch of the tailoring discussion is what can
be done to adapt tools and related work practice in a use context to each other in order to
support cooperative work appropriately. It has also been discussed how these aspects
change the basic design of the software artefacts which are to be tailored.
The “architectural” perspective explored tailorability to develop concepts and
examples for very flexible software systems, which could be adapted to their use
scenarios (Maclean et al. 1990, Malone et al. 1992, Mørch 1997a, Stiemerling and
Cremers 2000). Object-Orientation (Mørch 1997a) and Component-Based Systems
(Stiemerling and Cremers 2000, Mørch et al. 2004) have been explored to increase the
flexibility of software artefacts designed to support group work, other approaches
addressed issues of analysing, separating and composing tailoring entities along the
typical functionality of CSCW systems (Malone et al. 1992, Teege 2000).
The “user-interface” perspective explored how tailorable software should present itself
to the tailors. Henderson and Kyng (Henderson and Kyng 1991) distinguished three
levels of tailoring (choosing between predefined alternatives, constructing new artefacts
from existing pieces, and reprogramming the artefact) that require different levels of
expertise regarding the supporting technology. Obviously, ordinary groupware users can’t
be expected to acquire programming skills to be able to tailor an artefact accordingly.
Several approaches, some inspired by Nardi’s (1993) work on end-user programming,
aim at developing tailoring environments that provide simple concepts and interfaces for
end-users (MacLean et al. 1990, Malone et al. 1992, Stiemerling et al. 1997, Teege
2000). Wulf et al. (1999) deal with interface issues regarding the scope of validity of
tailoring activities in organisations. Wulf and Golombek (2001a) aimed at qualifying end-
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users for tailoring by providing a sandbox environment for the exploration of tailoring
effects.

2.2 Tailoring Support vs. Tailoring in action
For establishing my perspective on appropriation and appropriation support, it is
necessary to take a deeper look into the research on tailorable groupware systems. What
kinds of activities have actually been described in the context of “continuing design in
use”?
In their seminal paper, Henderson and Kyng (1991) address several activities in the
context of tailoring: exchanging, authoring and documenting changes and technologyrelated learning (familiarising with the tool usage, the tailoring functionality and with the
“meaning” of tailoring objects as manifested changes) and discussions (reflections on
use, feedback to authors). They describe the “activities of designing in use”:
“A simple view of these activities is: Some people ‘author’ changes to the
technology and make them available; others, perhaps including those authors, make
use of the changes. Changes, like the technology itself, become objects to be
trafficked in by users. Not only is improved behaviour to be had, but membership
in the ‘community of users’ may depend on taking part in usage discussions
concerning them. The interaction of people with changes becomes merely another
case of involvement with design of the system, but, of course, in the case of
tailoring, the design will take place locally, motivated by social needs, and often
driven or implemented by the users.” (Henderson and Kyng 1991, p. 230)
In their further argument, they refer to implementational aspects that support these
activities by allowing to manage the “changes”: Being able to name, objectify and share
changes (tailoring objects), having change notifications, being able to track changes,
providing support for change documentation and experimentation, or allowing for
different granularities/complexities of changes for different levels of expertise. These
aspects have been picked up by a number of researchers (see last subsection, and chapter
4 for more detailed descriptions), and represent the technological branch of the
“tailoring” discussion.
But looking at the evaluations of tailoring concepts in practice, and at studies on
groupware-related organisational change, “managing the changes” is not necessarily the
only group of activities in the process of inventing or changing use practices. In a study
on tailoring activities, Mackay (1990) showed that the “sharing” of tailoring concepts not
only involves the transfer of a technical entity (e.g. a tailoring object), but also
surrounding activities of asking, suggesting improvements, explaining, understanding or
communicating new ideas (p. 213). She also described the users needs for evaluating and
recommending tailoring alternatives. Trigg and Bødker (1994) describe “learning” as an
important activitiy in the context of tailoring activities, and they point out, that this does
not necessarily involve the technologicy experts (designers, tailors, …) but often just the
physically nearest co-workers (p. 51). They refer to learning as an opportunistic (driven
by the worker’s own needs and those of co-workers) and collaborative process. All these
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activities have only found very limited support in the technological support concepts (e.g.
by providing support for annotation) for tailoring. MacLean et al. (1990) use a
communication tool (E-Mail) for the distribution of the available tailoring activities, but
they do not describe whether the activities mentioned above have been reflected in the
related email conversations.
The ultimate reason for “continuing design in use” is to achieve a congruency of work
tasks and tool support again and again in changing work contexts. Tailoring support
delivers an important contribution, but the studies and evaluations show that to
successfully develop usages, activities beyond reconfiguring the tools are necessary. The
“additional activities” users engage in (as described above) still refer to technological
changes, and help (re-)establishing that congruency by changing or inventing usages. But
it is not necessarily a change in a configuration that reflects a change in the use of a tool.
Mark (1997) reported on the role of use conventions for groupware usage. Though Prinz
et al. (1998, p. 379) describe tailoring activities as implementations of conventions, the
conventions may change usage without any technological change. Orlikowski (1996b)
described the evolving use of a helpline support software. Far-reaching usage changes
were initiated and implemented by users without actually changing the software. The
software offered a text field for documenting the incident history of a call. Evolving
conventions helped users in improving the descriptions to be better understandable as
well as better retrievable by text search. Text quality soon became a matter of selfrepresentation and expertise demonstration, and the search heuristics of the helpline staff
reflected that issue. But users also developed “mis-usages”, e.g. the text field was also
used for communication between managers and the helpline staff regarding the helpline
incidents.
These examples illustrate, that for the goal of establishing a congruency of tasks and
tools, providing “tailorability” is useful, but maybe more can be done to support these
processes. The following observations guided my research:
− Activities of users may shape a tool usage without relating to “designers” or “tailors”
(although they might become handy at some point),
− These activities are usually collaborative activities.
In my research, I want to explore these “side activities of tailoring”, and develop concepts
to support users in performing them. To address these activities, I now introduce the
concepts of appropriation activities and appropriation support. I will later complement
my basic perspective on tailoring research for collaborative software here in chapter 4
with a special focus on the collaborative dimensions of tailoring activities.

2.3 Organisational Change
In establishing the congruency between tasks and tools, tailoring worked more on the
technological side. Studies on groupware-related organisational change reflect the
organisational side of that problem.
The more computers did conquer their position at the workplaces in the offices, the
more the mutual interdependencies between the “technology” and “organisation” became
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an issue for research. It was quite obvious that the new Information and Communication
Technologies afforded very radical and very quick changes to workplace collaboration
(e.g. Crawston and Malone 1988). Research aimed at discovering the dynamics of these
processes, especially to derive ideas to keep the processes manageable (Andriessen et al.
2003).
Several long-term studies on the interactions of groupware technologies with
organisational processes showed that the goal of a more or less deterministic management
of the dependencies between organisations and technology was not feasible (Orlikowski
1992, 1996a, 2000, DeSanctis and Poole 1994, Bikson and Eveland 1996, Ciborra 1996,
Hepso 1997, Karsten and Jones 1998, Ngwenyama 1998). Ciborra et al. (2000)
established the notion of managing the drift of information infrastructures instead of
wanting to control them. In most of these studies a “managerial” perspective has been
established, where cause and effect of changes to an organisational context or a
technological infrastructure were described and evaluated. While the perspective is
helpful in providing overview knowledge of the dynamics of technology adoption, it
remains at a rather coarse level, and offers only limited support for informing the design
of measures to support actual user activities.
On the other hand, between the lines, in most studies it is obvious that during the
observation period there have been user activities of discussing and giving feedback
regarding the appropriateness of current technological support (sometimes only feedback
by use or non-use, sometimes more explicit), and that there must have been tailoring
activities to re-configure the technological infrastructure. To strengthen my focus on user
activities beyond a more “managerial” perspective, I now describe my notion of
appropriation.

2.4 Appropriation and Appropriation Support
The terms appropriation and appropriation support play a central role in my
considerations regarding the use of collaborative software. I now briefly describe what I
consider important in using these terms, although a more detailed perspective will also be
developed in the next chapters.
The definition of “appropriation” in the Merriam-Webster dictionary2 already
illustrates important aspects of my use of the term:
(Etymology: Middle English, from Late Latin appropriatus, past participle of
appropriare, from Latin ad- + proprius own)
1: to take exclusive possession of : ANNEX <no one should appropriate a common
benefit>
2: to set apart for or assign to a particular purpose or use <appropriate money for
the research program>
3: to take or make use of without authority or right
2

http://www.webster.com/
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The “assignment of purpose or use” of collaborative software is as important for my
notion as the notion of “making use of without authority or right”. In contrast to the
notion of terms like “adoption”, that also have often been used to describe processes of
bringing technologies into use (see Chapter 2.3 ), the term appropriation stresses the
option of the appropriator to go beyond the rules and ideas that have been originally
associated with the thing that is being appropriated. With regard to technologies, this
stresses the options of technology users to go beyond the intentions that technology
designers associated with a technology or a technological artefact.
Another important perspective is manifested in the concepts of appropriation vs.
objectification (Leont’ev, 1978; Leontyev, 1981) and relates to the meaning and use of
artefacts. The creators of an artefact inscribe a purpose or a meaning into an artefact.
Meaning and purpose refer to the subjective perception of reality of the creator. The
materialisation of purpose and meaning in the world through their inscription in an
artefact is referred to as objectification, as is the artefact itself as an outcome of the
process of materialisation. In my context, a collaborative software would be an artefact
that carries the assumptions, purposes and meanings of its designers, and also the process
of modification (tailoring) of the software would result in a new form of the artefact that
would now also carry assumptions, purposes and meanings of those modifying it.
On the other side, a person using an artefact in a certain way is at the same time
discovering and interpreting the artefact. This process of making the possibilities of the
artefact available to one self does not necessarily orientate at the inscriptions of the
designers, but may in parts miss some of them, and may in parts go well beyond them.
This process is referred to as appropriation.
With a relation to Information Systems I find the term appropriation used more
generally in the descriptions of activities in organisations to make use of a new
technology, as an explanation of Dourish (2003) illustrates:
Appropriation is the process by which people adopt and adapt technologies, fitting
them into their working practices. It is similar to customisation, but concerns the
adoption patterns of technology and the transformation of practice at a deeper level.
I would even stronger distinguish “appropriation” from “adoption” since I want to stress
the autonomy of those appropriating a technology. Technology does not come “as it is”;
it’s meaning is rather an interpretation for a certain field of application. I would also not
use the term in the spirit of Adaptive Structuration Theory (DeSanctis and Poole 1994),
where it is also described more as a concept of accepting and using relevant aspects of a
structure that is embedded in an artefact, not taking into account a use beyond designer
intentions. I use “appropriation activities” as the main concept to understand
appropriation, and to design “appropriation support”.

2.4.1 Appropriation activities
The concept by which I want to describe (and design support for) appropriation is the
concept of appropriation activities. Poole and DeSanctis (1992) used the concept of
“appropriation moves” in their text analysis methods. Their micro-level approach has
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already been criticised as too expensive by Chudoba (1999), and contested with a more
coarse-grained macro-level approach. Jasperson et al (1999) described socially motivated
appropriation moves for using information technology (Conformance, Imitation, Mutual
Discovery). But the basic tendency of adaptive structuration theory to explain reasons
and intentions of appropriation decisions rather than describe activities and framing
conditions makes these approaches not very feasible for design-oriented research.
Using ethnographical methods, I rather aim at describing and understanding actual
user activities (and the perceived framing conditions) in a work situation where the use of
a collaborative technology changes. Assuming that these activities are being performed in
pursuit of a better congruency of tasks and tools, I call these activities “appropriation
activities”. Technology becomes an issue in these activities: through avoiding it, through
configuring it, through discussing it, through using it in unexpected ways, through
learning about it, etc. But it is technology use according to a work task or goal, not the
technology itself that is the purpose of the activity. Consequently, users rather than
designers are the main actors in these activities, and, because work tasks usually are
highly interdependent, these activities are rather collaborative than individual processes.

Fig. 1. Tailoring and Appropriation Activities

In my perspective, tailoring, as it has been addressed by existing research approaches, is
one important kind of appropriation activity. Fig. 1 depicts the relation of tailoring and
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appropriation activities that I see. The configuration of collaborative software is the
central issue in approaches to support tailoring, but the studies showed a corona of
additional activities that contribute to successfully change or invent usages, and to
successfully establish the congruency of work task and tool configuration. I consider
them appropriation activities in those cases, where design and decisions – not necessarily
the implementation – regarding tailoring alternatives were done by actors participating in
the work in the application field. There are appropriation activities that would not be
considered part of a tailoring process, since they don’t result in changes to the technology
used.
The distinction can be further illustrated by some examples. Users exploring
functionalities of a new tool, or discussing the value of a functionality for their everyday
work are considered performing a pure appropriation activity. Users discussing and
agreeing on the use of a text field for comments in the interface of a client database also
for additional information about current communications with the client change the use of
the software, but still without changing the actual configuration of the tool (thus clearly
representing an appropriation activity). Adding a new text field to the mask by some enduser tailoring facilities would be considered tailoring. Negotiations of the conventions
about what information is actually appropriate to enter in this new text field in order to
preserve basic privacy interests of the client or business interests of internal stakeholders
are closely related to the tailoring activity. But this type of activity – though being present
in some studies on tailoring - have been rarely addressed by any technological means to
support tailoring. Both activities – the configuration as well as the negotiation – are
considered being appropriation activities, if mainly performed by actors with a main
expertise in the application field. A tailoring activity that elaborates on the technological
interoperability of a tool (e.g. a protocol change to change from insecure connections to
an Email-Server to secure connections) without any direct connection to the ways of
using a tool would not be considered an appropriation activity, and might be even
considered a development activity if additional code implementations is required and tool
developers are involved. These examples also show the ambiguities and grey zones of
this distinction (e.g. changing to fully encrypted email communication might actually
change the use of email in a law firm), but for my purposes the distinction describes well
enough what kind of activities I address.
Depending on development method applied to design the basic technological framework
or tool, we may find “classical” system development activities that involve “user
participation” and reach into the domain of tailoring or appropriation, but these are not a
specific focus of my considerations here. In my research, I try to find out more about
appropriation activities, and how they can be supported, taking existing approaches to
support tailoring as a starting point.
In the description of appropriation activities I also use the term “usage” to address the
entirety of technologies, technology configurations, use habits, conventions and plans in
an organisational context (task, team, etc.).
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2.4.2 Appropriation Support
While “appropriation” is a very commonly used term regarding technology use in general
and also in the field of Information Systems, the term “Appropriation Support” is harder
to find. It has been used to describe organisational measures that allow users to
understand what a technology can do for them; e.g. providing documentation, training,
facilitation etc. (E.g. by Dennis et al. 2001 for Group Support Systems, or by Poelmans
2002 for Workflow Management Systems). However, these uses referred more to a notion
of “adoption”, not “appropriation” (see above).
However, the support of appropriation activities has been addressed as an issue for
CSCW research:
<…> a CSCW system should provide facilities supporting users in appropriating,
exploring, modifying, negotiating etc. - cooperatively and yet distributed ‘community handbooks’ that are openly incomplete and inconsistent. Providing
support for distributed cooperative appropriation, circumvention, modification of
the system is, perhaps, the toughest challenge in designing computer systems for
cooperative work. (Schmidt 1991, italics added)
And although the whole discussion about tailoring can be seen as being part of the effort
to establish support for appropriation, only Dourish picked the term up explicitly (with
Harrison 1996 in their comment of “space” vs. “place” in media spaces, and 2003 in a
description of two studies with the “Placeless” document management system).
My use of “appropriation support” covers all measures to support appropriation
activities as creative and collaborative processes of user-user interaction to fit a
technology into an application field. Within the scope of this work I will focus on
technological measures to support the appropriation of collaborative software. After
discussing experiences from my empirical studies as well as research on the collaborative
dimension of tailoring, I will further describe and refine my notion of appropriation and
appropriation support later (see chapter 5).

3 Appropriation and the role of Tailoring: Results from two
long-term studies
For the first part of my research, I have been involved in two long-term studies on the
evolution of Groupware products (Pipek and Wulf 1999, Publication I, Törpel et al. 2003,
Publication II) in two very different settings. The experiences made there served as an
inspirational background for developing a perspective on how organisational change,
appropriation and tailoring relate to each other.
Both studies are particularly valuable since they did not only cover the “introduction
process” of groupware technology, but in both cases more than four years of observations
in the field. I now establish a perspective that allows me to derive some results that can
inform the design of further support for the appropriation of collaborative software.

3.1 The POLITeam case
The POLITeam study (named after the project it was conducted in) took place in the State
Representative Body (SRB) of a northern German state. The SRB with its about 40
employees is a kind of embassy of the state in the federal capital, but it also plays a major
part in the communication between the state government and the Bundesrat (the chamber
of states of the German parliament) and in the process of determining the state’s vote on
the issues treated in the Bundesrat sessions.
The study took place between 1994 and 1999, and we were able to cover the
introduction phase of the groupware DEC LinkWorks, more than three years of its usage
and its removal from the work group (!) by the end of 1998. Researchers took an active
part in the introduction and maintenance of the groupware, and we collected information
from interviews, site visits, workshops and informal communications (see Pipek and
Wulf 1999, Publication I, for details). The author joined in 1997, and participated in
about 10 support visits, 2 workshop observations, and about 15 interviews. Moreover, I
had full access to the empirical material collected earlier by my colleagues.
Only some of the users had computers before the groupware introduction, and there
was no local area network (LAN). The groupware provided messaging/email support,
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shared workspaces and workflow support. In a requirements engineering phase these
have been tailored according to the anticipated needs in the field.
Users developed quite diverse ways of approaching the new technology. It took 18
months until the last staff member was equipped with the groupware system. This was
partly due to low budgets, but also because some users hesitated to approach the new
technology. One staff member was highly interested into computer technology and
developed that as his new field of professional competence, spending about half of his
work time as a “Power User”. The head of the department started using the groupware
because “if everybody has it, I have to have it, too!”. Most staff members used the
groupware by themselves, but some “delegated” that to secretaries or other staff members
(e.g. by reading and answering printouts from messages). In spite of this diversity it was
interesting to note that the new technology was an issue for all SRB members.
With regard to the relation between tailoring and the development of actual usages I
made several interesting observations. There have been usages anticipated by designers
(e.g. a shift of text writing work from secretaries to the other staff members since a text
processor now was available on each desk and fast document transport with the
messaging functionality). But there also have been many unanticipated, improvised (non) usages:
− The workflow component was not used at all although during the requirements
engineering phase this was assessed to be the most interesting functionality.
− A secretary used the tailoring facilities of the system to hide electronic forms from
other users. She only gave them away upon request. She thought she would be able to
conserve her position that way (the number of secretaries decreased from three to one
half position during the course of the project).
− During the use phase a significant process improvement (based on a parallelised
electronic version of a previously sequential paper-based process) was implemented. A
user and a member of the research team discovered and developed this idea in a
collaborative way. The parallelised work pattern even sustained after the groupware
removal using the exchange of floppy disks instead of using a messaging functionality.
− The faster document transport and the process improvement significantly sped up the
process of negotiating the states’ vote among the ministries involved in one issue (now
approximately 11 instead of 13 working days). However, some users feared that now
more people could be involved into the negotiations, which would actually complicate
the process instead of easing it.
− The groupware did not support its own removal from a work context. Additional
programming had to be done to extract large amounts of documents from the
groupware to save them to the operating system level.
− Since the users only received a basic training of the functionality the groupware
offered, they often demonstrated tool functionality to each other. One staff member
developed into an “expert user”, and some of his colleagues delegated tailoring
activities to him. They asked him to come over and change the tool configuration
accordingly, while they were watching what he did. Users did this to ensure “accurate”
tailoring and since they wished to control the process.
− Users adopted the metaphors the tool offered for its usage (e.g. “files” organised in
“folders” in a “closet”, or searching a colleagues’ “desk” for “files”) also for talking
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about tool configuration. But the metaphors did not carry all aspects that have been
associated with them. Some users were upset when they discovered that it was
possible to search a colleague’s “desk” in the groupware system – something that was
not acceptable (by convention) for the real desks.
The first appropriation activity we can identify is tailoring itself. We are reminded that
tailoring is not a purely technical task; it usually is intertwined with organisational
change. Especially the sustained parallelised work pattern stresses that tailoring activities
have a dimension far beyond the level of tools. This case also shows that tailoring is a
“defined” activity that usually has its cause and (maybe individually different)
motivations. It has a point of “decision” or “implementation”, and depending on roles and
perspectives in the organisation there can be different assessments of its outcome. In that
respect it can be regarded as a small design process.
My experiences also show that potential users always “participate” in the design of
their work environment, although maybe only through “non”-usage or delegated usage.
Sometimes the delegation is very implicit: If something is named a “desk”, then the
design should reflect the important conventions I associate with a desk. Articulating
discontent is an important activity to overcome a perceived incongruity between
perceived and expected behaviour of software. Non-usage also refers to disregarding
established conventions that came with a tailoring effort. In the case of the secretary
“hiding” files in private folders her practice remained unquestioned until she was on
vacation. Then also, articulation activities were the answer to the configuration activity
the secretary performed when keeping the files apart from the groupware system.
Learning as one goal of appropriation activities spanned the full bandwidth between
learning about technology without the desire to use it (as an example serves a staff
member who made his secretary deal with the computer) to achieving complex tailoring
skills (the “local expert” that evolved from the application field). Learning evolved from
the observation of usage, from demonstrations of colleagues and from strategic learning
efforts (trainings, workshops).
Tailoring clearly is not a primary work task and therefore just a “side issue” to the
user, but my experiences show that while they have been willing to delegate, users still
want to supervise the re-design of their work infrastructure. Further framing conditions
can be derived from the study. Appropriation activities take place in an environment of
negotiation. In not providing the hidden files in the case of the secretary, and in tolerating
her practice, a negotiation about the validity of the convention to provide all necessary
files in shared workspaces of the groupware took place. The notion of a “negotiation” of
groupware usage is strengthened by the observation that appropriation activities do not
necessarily share the same value set even in most “obvious” cases. The nonuniform
judgement regarding the benefits of the two working days saved in reorganisation of the
“Vote negotiation” process serve as an example here. Finally, reactions regarding
technology usage orientate along task needs, not abstract principle considerations. The
practice of the secretary was tolerated as long as it did not interfere with her colleague’s
own tasks. Only when she was on vacation, and a colleague could not proceed with his
task, her practice was questioned. This also documents a tendency to preserve stability as
long as practice can go on. Another impressive example for this observation is the
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persistence of the distribution patterns in the “Vote negotiation” process when the
groupware was removed from the application field.

3.2 The SIGMA case
The second case is a long-term study in establishing an organisation-wide groupware in a
network of freelancers in the field of consulting, IT-training and software development
(see also Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II, Rittenbruch et al. 1998). The study covered a
period of six years between 1996 and 2002. In that time we collected information from
interviews, workshop protocols, meeting observations, observation of communication
traffic in the groupware systems involved and from informal communications (see Törpel
et al. 2003, Publication II, for details). The author joined in 2000, and participated in
about 30 site visits, 4 meeting observations, 12 interviews and the continuous observation
of online activities (researchers have been excluded from some management forums).
Moreover, I had full access to the empirical material collected by my colleagues earlier.
SIGMA is organised as a limited liability company with around 200 legally
independent network members and additional 300 cooperating partners. The network
members usually work in home offices distributed all over Germany. There are only a
few employees that take care of network core services like billing and accounting.
Cooperative work in the network is usually organised around projects, but there are also
regional groups as well as groups related to organisational issues (network management,
culture) that frequently meet and cooperate.
From a bird’s eye view three phases of establishing an organisation-wide groupware
can be distinguished, which orient towards different technological approaches. “SigSys I”
was a mailbox-based system that was programmed by one software development group in
the organisation. It was introduced in 1996 and offered a messaging service, bulletin
board functionality and shared archives for text and binary files. It was further developed
until 1999 when it was complemented by “SigSys I Online” that offered a web-based
access to Sigsys I. Beginning from 2000, this system has been slowly replaced (until
2001) by “SigSys II”, a system based on the IBM Lotus Notes groupware. It offered a
significantly enhanced functionality compared to SigSys I with archiving support,
support for individual and group work organisation (Task lists with support of delegation,
individual and group calendars, etc.), basic workflow support (billing, etc.) and an
interface to an accounting software.
All tailoring activities in these years have been conducted by the software
development group that created SigSys I, most of them upon request of a small group of
network members that coordinated these activities. However, the service has been found
to be slow and complicated.
All in all we can say that the goal of establishing an organisation-wide groupware was
never fully reached. SigSys I (Online) had an estimated diffusion rate in the organisation
of around 70% (in 1999), SigSys II was estimated at around 40% at its peak in 2001. In
the end of 2002, the efforts to establish an organisation-wide groupware came to an end
for the time being.
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However, some shared usages have been established. Almost all network members that
have computers do also have Internet access in their home offices and an email address
they use for communication. They use the same tools for text and lecture production, and
they exchange these files among each other upon request (see Rittenbruch et al. 1998 for
details).
In fact, taking a worms eye view on the network offers interesting insights into the use
of the technological infrastructure of SIGMA. In Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II, I
concentrated on the sub-organisational level and found a rich variety of approaches to
establish cooperative technology. Approaches established by subgroups within SIGMA
included ISDN Remote Access Service (1996), Lotus Notes (1996-today, here at a
subgroup level!), Internet Email and WWW (1997-today), BSCW (web-based groupware,
2000-today), ViOffice (web-based groupware, programmed by another software
development group in SIGMA, 1999-2001), and mobile devices (mobile phone, PDA,
etc., 2000-today.). All of these systems have been established and tailored by the groups
using it. The overwhelming majority of users were not professionally involved in
software development activities.
In this situation of organisation-wide efforts on the one hand and technological
“subcultures” on the other, several interesting observations could be made.
− Users have been aware of and felt the need for both tendencies: proliferation through
experiments with new or different technologies on the one hand and
integration/standardisation to establish cooperative settings on the other. The scope of
tailoring went beyond tailoring one tool to tailoring different tools in an infrastructure.
− The traditional roles of “designers” and “users” were in this case replaced by a broad
spectrum of mixtures of technological and use-related skills in the field.
− Usages of different technological tools and configurations spread through
communication and demonstration. E.g. one new network member familiarised with
the usages of the technological infrastructure by analysing and experimenting with a
preconfigured old laptop that he got from a senior network member.
This application field offered much more freedom of decision on the technological
support to the individual network member. The users negotiated usages of technology by
implementing and tailoring different technologies for their current organisational settings.
In contrast to the first case, another important framing condition here has been the high
level of heterogeneity on the technical, organisational and cultural level. The tendency of
proliferation, the experimental approach to try out new technology (and thus negotiate
existing usages) was not only restricted by a need of standardisation, but also by a lack of
resources of less successful network members. The necessities of productive (i.e. paid)
work did not always allow to participate in “usage developments” that resulted from the
introduction of or experiments with new technologies.

3.3 Organisational Change, Appropriation and Tailoring
Summarising my experiences, I can describe the relations between organisational change,
appropriation and tailoring like this:
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Tailoring activities take place as part of technology appropriation processes that
represent the technological level of ongoing organisational change.
In the POLITeam example, e.g. the definition of forms, roles and message distribution
lists in the Vote Preparation process (see Pipek and Wulf 1999, Publication I, pp. 202ff)
would represent tailoring activities in a process of groupware appropriation for the task of
vote preparation that took place in an ongoing process of organisational change that the
whole authority still underwent in the aftermath of the German Reunification. In the
SIGMA example, the local establishment of a file sharing solution (based on the
ISDN/RAS technology, see Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II) was a tailoring activity in
the context of problems to appropriate another organisation-wide groupware technology
for the purpose of local (!) file sharing, which again tool place in a process of
organisational change in an expanding network organisation.
My description is more a perspective derived from the studies than a final result on
how appropriation activities look like and how they can be supported. The perspective
focuses on negotiation through explicit communication and implicitly through activities
that manifest a notion of the meaning that a group of individuals associates with a
collaborative tool in an organisational setting. This perspective shows that between the
phenomenon of technology-related organisational change (as described and analysed in
the studies cited in chapter 2.3 ) and the level of tailoring activities (which are necessary
to enable new uses of a technology), there is a connecting space, a level of
conceptualisation and activity in organisations that is to be explored in more detail. And
while the organisational change perspective loses the trace of actual worker/user activities
that (could have) contributed to an organisational improvement, many descriptions of
tailoring concepts, tailoring activities and organisational aspects of tailoring (with some
exceptions that also address cultural or learning aspects – e.g. MacLean et al. 1990, Trigg
and Bødker 1994) do not cover long-term issues of familiarising and coping with with
new work technologies. My perspective on appropriation and appropriation support tries
to connect to both perspectives, actual activities in long-term observations.
Summarising my studies, several aspects are important in informing concepts of
appropriation support:
− Appropriation is social: My observations strengthen the notion of appropriation as a
social activity. The example where a novice network member of SIGMA was given a
used laptop of a senior network member from which he appropriated a directory
structure for his personal file organisation tells us that this is the case even for very
personal configuration issues. The more important it is for collaborative technologies.
− Appropriation is communication: Tightly connected with the first observation,
communication about the technologies and its usages is the major activity in
appropriation processes. Communicative processes of learning, demonstrating,
negotiating and even denying technology usages coin the ongoing appropriation
processes. The communications are not only reflections of technology use in a
narrower sense, but also reflections about the work context in general (e.g. the
secretary in the POLITeam example who was afraid of losing her job if she provides
the document templates she was responsible for in a public workspace of the
groupware).
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− Appropriation is negotiation: Negotiation on work styles and tool usages takes place
either explicitly in communications or implicitly in acting according to local
interpretations of the meaning of tools and connected issues (e.g. conventions).
− Appropriation during use: Appropriation is a process that every user/worker in an
application field takes part in, even through “non-use”. Appropriation activities may
be identifiable, but they remain tightly connected to technology use in two ways: As is
using technology, they are part of a process of achieving work-related goals (e.g. the
ISDN/RAS example in SIGMA: Establishing a shared workspace for a local project);
and use and appropriation activities represent concurrent activity spheres at
workplaces (e.g. productive work vs. the work to learn about and establish the
ISDN/RAS solution).
− Appropriation may also be playful: Especially my experience with the use of mobile
devices in SIGMA shows that appropriation may also be driven by curiosity and
interest.
− Appropriation is also organisational change: Technology does not remain a neutral,
separate issue in an organisation, but also produces modified role patterns (e.g. the
“Local Expert” in the POLITeam example who was later assigned the role of a local
support staff member) and opens new fields of work-related expertise. Since the reorganisation of the “formal” division of work (responsibilities, positions,
organisational units, etc.) is always behind current organisational development,
technology appropriation is always also a matter of expertise management and
expertise location.
− Tailoring as an objectification activity: The tailoring activities represented the
objectification of a newly found or adapted mode of technology usage. They can be
perceived as the culmination point of a phase in an ongoing process of technology
appropriation, where communicative activities preceded and accompanied the
tailoring activities.
According to the studies, the appropriation activities to consider for offering
appropriation support are “usage communication”, “usage observation/visualisation”
(expressing and perceiving interpretations of a tool for a specific work context) and
“usage modification” (which comprises, but goes beyond tailoring as “altering the
artefact”).
Both of my application fields also strengthen the importance of infrastructure
awareness for appropriation processes. In both studies the issue of dealing with a
multiplicity of connected or competing technologies was an important factor in
organisational change processes, and the benefits (e.g. the quick familiarisation in
SIGMA with the Internet because of existing experience with modem technology) as well
as the costs (difficult transition between using and non-using a groupware system in the
POLITeam example) of this aspect could be observed. I will also keep this as an
important side issue of my considerations.
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3.4 Collaborative Tailoring as a starting point for appropriation
support
Considering the appropriation activities, tailoring is the best researched activity and thus
serves as a starting point to design support concepts for appropriation. Tailoring –
especially the tailoring of collaborative technology - becomes an activity of negotiating
usages. It is usually associated with a process of organisational change (changing tasks,
procedures, roles, etc.). It has a collaborative dimension if the procedure addressed
involves not just one actor (see file-hiding secretary in the POLITeam example).
Sometimes it does not stop at the borders of one groupware product (see groupware
removal in the POLITeam example), but also addresses the possible use of competing
technologies (see the patterns of competing technologies in the SIGMA case). User-UserCommunication and -demonstration play a crucial role in this negotiation process. All
(potential) users participate in that process in some way, maybe only through “nonusage” of tailoring alternatives.
Tailoring activities are intertwined with a other, often communicative appropriation
activities and are being perceived as “phases of change” in an otherwise (locally) stable
work context with a clear start, an end, and a purpose or goal. In that sense they can be
described as a small, weakly structured design process. These aspects led me to a
decision for a communication-oriented approach to extend support for collaborative
tailoring, and for a perspective to support it as a collaborative and participative design
process. In doing so, I perceive my research as first steps to the more holistic perspective
of appropriation support.
I now first develop a more systematic perspective on collaborative tailoring (Chapter
4) before describing my approach to support appropriation (Chapter 5).

4 The Collaborative Dimension of Tailoring
In chapter 2 I described that the research on tailorability addressed increasing the
flexibility of collaborative software (architectural level) as well as the manageability of
that flexibility (interface level). In chapter 3 I described that beside the act of configuring
a tool there are a lot of other activities going on that constituted a collaboration regarding
reflecting current, possible and future uses of software artefacts and that significantly
contribute to the process of orchestrating software artefacts for changing work scenarios
on an individual as well as organisational level. Tailoring is not the only appropriation
activity, but it is the best explored regarding its support concepts, and will serve me as a
starting point for offering further support for appropriation.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. I perceived appropriation as a social activity
that would require collaborative concepts as a basis for technological support. Therefore,
I want to present an overview on existing approaches to collaborative tailoring. But more
important, it seems to be necessary to develop an understanding of the ties that bind users
together in tailoring efforts, and that motivate the collaboration regarding tailoring
activities.
I propose here a taxonomy for approaches to support collaboration in tailoring
activities that distinguishes four types of ties:
− “Shared Use” scenario: Collaboration for tailoring a tool that every user uses
independently and individually.
− “Shared Context” scenario: Collaboration for tailoring a tool that every user within a
shared context (organisation, virtual team) uses individually.
− “Shared Tool” scenario: Collaboration for tailoring a tool that several users use
simultaneously.
− “Shared Infrastructure” scenario: Collaboration for tailoring a set of tools, devices and
technologies used by users in a (at least partially) shared context.
After presenting that taxonomy I discuss several approaches for collaborative tailoring
along these categories. Then I develop my ideas to go beyond that level of collaboration
support.
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4.1 The collaborative dimension of tailoring activities
Especially longitudinal studies of groupware systems (Karsten and Jones 1998,
Orlikowski 1996b, Pipek and Wulf 1999, Publication I, Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II)
show that tailoring an application is only the technological condensation of an individual
or social activity of designing a work setting for performing a certain task. In line with
earlier experiences (Stallmann 1981, Malone et al. 1988, Mackay 1990, Nardi and Miller
1991) they show that tailoring activities often involve user-user interaction and
collaboration. So, the “individual” decision how to tailor an artefact is to a certain extent
always also social, since large parts of the knowledge used in the decision processes
usually have been acquired through social interaction (e.g. knowledge on the capabilities
of computers and tools, knowledge on the task the tool should serve in, etc.). So there is
always a notion of cooperation in a tailoring activity, as it is in every activity of
technology appropriation processes.
A first prerequisite of collaboration in tailoring activities was the “objectification” of
changes done to the artefact to tailor (including the option to name a tailoring object
accordingly). This requirement has already been addressed already in early research
initiatives (MacLean et al. 1990, Mackay 1990), and is still under exploration regarding
potential benefits in its relation with classical “Object Orientation” in Software
Engineering (Mørch 1997a, Kleinen 2003). A second prerequisite for the collaboration is
to be able to move these objectifications between different tool instances. This has also
been addressed very early (Stallman 1981, MacLean et al. 1990), and I will describe
more elaborated approaches later.
The general consideration of the sociality of tailoring processes has to be concretised
to discuss possible opportunities for offering technical support for collaborative tailoring.
Focusing on technical support for particularly collaborative tailoring I will concentrate
my discussion on those scenarios that show the biggest need for collaboration support.

4.1.1 Existing taxonomies
What are the important aspects that motivate or even enforce cooperation in tailoring
activities? Abstract perspectives on tailoring functionality have usually been dominated
by distinguishing different tasks and complexity levels of tailoring interfaces (Henderson
and Kyng 1991, Mørch 1997b).
In existing publications on tailorability, collaborative aspects have been mentioned at
several occasions since the early 1980ies. Stallman (1981) already reports that users not
only think about small changes and implement them, but also pass them over to other
users. Mackay (1990) analysed how people actively shared their tailoring files with each
other. Oberquelle (1994) proposed a classification of groupware tailoring distinguishing
tailoring actors, who can be individuals or a group, from persons affected by a tailoring
activity, who can again be individuals or a group (see Fig. 2). This can also be used to
classify collaborative tailoring. Different aspects and intensities of collaborative tailoring
of a single-user software product and of groupware fit in the resulting four categories:
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− Individualisation: individuals tailor for themselves and are the only ones affected by
the tailoring activity – e. g. individual keyboard shortcuts or the window layout of an
individual email client;
− Tailoring effective for group: individuals can tailor for a whole group who then agree
or are obliged to use the tailoring files – e. g. a system administrator or expert user
provides a letterhead to be used by the group;
− Individualisation supported by group: a group can tailor synchronously or
asynchronously for its members to use and change the tailoring file - e. g. several
persons work on collection of macros that individuals can use;
− Group tailoring: a group can tailor synchronously or asynchronously and its members
agree or are obliged to use the tailoring files – e. g. several persons work on the
introduction of semi-structured email templates valid for the whole group.

Fig. 2. Classification of Collaborative Tailoring (Kahler 2001b, following Oberquelle 1994))

The strict borders between the four different categories mentioned blur when we try to
apply them to practical examples (cf. Kahler 2001b, p. 28). It is not easy to locate the
different accountabilities in the process that lead to a tailoring activity and in the process
of the tailoring activity itself. While it is usually clear who actually worked with the
tailoring interface of an application, it is not clear whose assumptions, ideas and
decisions influenced a new tool configuration.
The Oberquelle model focuses on the distinction of one or more actively designing user
on the one hand (the tailoring activity), and the passive “target users” on the other. This
distinction focuses too much on the tailoring activity itself, and it does not allow to
embed additional activities of counselling, discussing, evaluating, validating, idea
creation, etc. that are also relevant for collaboration success in tailoring activities, and for
my perception of tailoring as an appropriation activity. It also doesn’t explain the
closeness of collaboration that might be established. But the closeness and intensity of
collaboration ties is in fact a dominant aspect to guide the development of support
concepts for collaborative tailoring. I suggest a distinction that represents the motives and
intensities in a better way.
I suggest a perspective that draws a line between the cases where collaboration
happens on a purely voluntary level (Shared Use), cases where collaboration in tailoring
activities results from organisational aspects like workplace similarities, division of work,
or team structures (Shared Context), and cases where users have to explicitly agree on a
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tool configuration, e.g. when there is just one tailoring object that affects all users (Shared
Tool). The Shared Infrastructure scenario addresses issues beyond tailoring one tool, and
becomes more and more important. I now describe the scenarios in more detail.

4.1.2 Tailoring in “Shared Use” scenarios
On the first level it is the tool usage itself that serves as a common denominator for
cooperation. Users can be perceived as a “Community of Interest” regarding the usage of
a tool. Tasks and activities may be related to acquiring knowledge about aspects of
tailoring covering possible tool configurations as well as alternatives for tool replacement
(cf. Stallman 1981, Robertson 1998, Kahler 2001b). The common task of
individualisation of the tool is performed individually, but the existence and liveliness of
user forums on single-user-applications (e.g. text processors) on the web indicate the
social dimension of the task (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Collaboration in "Shared Use" scenarios

Almost any office application can be considered as an example in this category. If we
look a common modern text processor, we usually find support for several tasks in the
document templates and functions it offers (Text, Thesis, web page, circular letter, etc.)
and for several use situations (e.g. language contexts). Configurations affect how these
functions modify the document (e.g. the automated spell checking function) or how it is
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being presented to the user. Though software producers usually offer manuals and
training support, existence and use of several newsgroups and web discussion forums for
some text processors show that users are aware of other users and their expertise. The
problems encountered when trying a new task are solved by discussing possible changes
with other users (Mackay 1990).

4.1.3 Tailoring in “Shared Context” scenarios
The interdependencies between different users and their usage of tools increase
dramatically when the users collaborate according to a shared context. Both, a shared task
as well as a shared organisational context, add new dimensions even to configuring
single-user tools. A standardisation of tool configurations may lower costs of computer
administration and ease tool-related communication among users in an organisation.
Collaborating on a common task may require an agreement on tool versions and
technological standards (e.g. file formats to use) among the users involved (even beyond
organisational borders). In general, tool configurations of one user may have effects on
the work of other users as well. Social interaction regarding tool configurations in these
settings is more focussed and the shared context may support these interactions.
Robertson (1998) described the occurrence of “tailoring cultures” in small design
companies. So, these settings do both, they pose new requirements as well as offering
new options for the technical support of tailoring. I call these settings “Shared Context”
scenarios when I address technical support for collaborative tailoring (see also Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Collaboration in "Shared Context" scenarios

If we again consider the use of a text processor in an organisation, we find use patterns
where configuration settings are being passed around because users are sufficiently
familiar with each other’s tasks and their similarities (Kahler 2001a). Tailoring can be
delegated to other users that have similar tasks, and the results are used without
necessarily having to understand how tailoring has been done. A shared task forces users
to agree on some aspects, e.g. document formats and naming conventions for the
documents produced. However, users are basically still free in deciding on the
configuration of their own text processor instance. They have to perform the tailoring
individually at their own workstation, even if it is only following tailoring instructions of
other users.

4.1.4 Tailoring in “Shared Tool” scenarios
In settings where a groupware tool is used for collaboration, it results in even stronger
interdependencies (e.g. Pipek and Wulf 1999, Publication I) of configuration decisions,
and there are cases where for technical reasons there can be only one valid configuration
(see below) for a group of users. In these cases, after an agreement on the desired tool
configuration is achieved, it is impossible or disadvantageous to deviate from the
common ground found, and the decision of individuals to disagree may deny them tool
usage at all. The ties between the users are even stronger, and call for a collaborative
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solution for the tailoring process itself. I will address this context of technical support for
collaborative tailoring as a “Shared Tool” scenario (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Collaboration in "Shared Tool" scenarios

An example of a “Collaborative Tool” scenario is the configuration of access rights for
the shared workspaces of a groupware. There can only be one set of access rights of a
workspace, so the structure of the workspace and the visibility of documents it contains
will be configured for all groupware users. In this case, users have to agree on the
configurations appropriate for the necessities of collaboration as well as for the protection
of privacy. I will later refer to another example with similar dynamics.

4.1.5 Tailoring in “Shared Infrastructure” scenarios
To catch the dynamics of modern workplaces it is necessary to extend the notion of the
interdependencies described above also to tool “infrastructures” (Robertson 1998,
Dourish 1999, Dourish and Edwards 2000, Hanseth and Lundberg 2001, Dittrich et al.
2002, Hansson et al. 2003), where similar situations occur when separate but tightly
interwoven tools and technologies are being used (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Collaboration in "Shared Infrastructure" scenarios

I can illustrate that with an example from my project practice: In an IT consultancy the
decision to share contact information using the “LDAP” standard required an update of a
Personal Information Management software. In this update, the designers of the tool have
decided to change the default standard for address information exchange from the
Electronic Business Card Standard “VCF 2.1” to version 3.0. Parts of the consultancy
were involved in a research network where members shared contact information by
storing “.vcf”-files in a shared directory, and suddenly the newest addresses from a
central repository for Electronic Business Cards were not readable for some of the users.
With the practices of sharing contact information via the LDAP protocol and of
depositing VCF-files in a shared directory of a local network the users involved in both
contexts introduced a hidden dependency into their work environment. In these “Shared
Infrastructure” scenarios, dynamics similar to “Shared Tool” settings can be encountered,
but the dependencies are less obvious to users. These problems often occur because
purchase of applications is a relatively uninformed decision where the applications’
capabilities are more important than its dependencies, important future requirements are
not anticipated and there is a lack of knowledge on the applications accountabilities (cf.
Dourish 1997).
I now want to discuss different options to support the settings of tailoring that I
sketched here.
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4.2 Support for Collaborative Tailoring in “Shared Use” scenarios
“Shared Use” scenarios are those in which the users have the weakest ties; they may only
share a common interest into a software artefact and its tailoring options. In contrast to
“Shared Context” scenarios there may be no shared culture of usage or task congruency
among the potential collaborators. There may be large variations of user interests
regarding certain features of an application over space and time. A specific shared
technological infrastructure can usually not be assumed beyond the basic Internet
services (E-Mail, WWW, etc.). Consequently, there are only limited opportunities for a
systematic support of collaboration in tailoring.
However, the emergence of tool-related discussion forums (partly initiated by the
manufacturers themselves, e.g. Apple3 and Microsoft4) on the web shows us that there is a
solid baseline for support concepts in the idea of providing communication facilities for
all kinds of tool-related problems. Similar positive experiences with newsgroups have
also been reported in several studies (Mackay 1990, Okamura et al. 1994). Additionally, a
number of cases have been published that showed a combination of usual user support
measures (providing opportunities for finding help and giving feedback) for software
products with measures to connect clients to each other. But these approaches usually
reflected more organisational or philosophical concepts. The technology support did not
go beyond the alternatives described above (Hansson et al. 2003, Dittrich et al. 2002).
Taking the need of communication about tools seriously, two aspects of the tailoring
discussion should be highlighted. The first aspect is the need for tailoring objectifications
(Henderson & Kyng 1991) as the entities that provide a meaningful closed subset of the
possible manipulations of the software. It is also important to provide some kind of “tool
ontology”, names for these objectifications that may represent their meaning. Aside from
using language, appropriate graphical representations of the applications and the tailoring
interfaces are also helpful. As a second aspect, the provision of easy access to these
virtual meeting places is also important. Today, this requirement is often covered by
providing links to these web pages in the applications themselves.

4.3 Support for Collaborative Tailoring in “Shared Context”
scenarios
Compared to “Shared Use” scenarios, the “Shared Context” scenario allows approaches
supporting collaborative tailoring to make use of additional assumptions. In “Shared Use”
scenarios, the only assumption that can be relied on is an interest into the tool itself, and
associated with that an interest in the tasks that are addressed by the tool. If users share a
context (e.g. an organisation, a virtual team), additional assumptions may hold:

3
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http://discussions.info.apple.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/communities/default.mspx
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− There might be similarities between the workplaces that may make it more probable
that configurations that worked well for the one workplace will also work well for the
other.
− The shared context (joint effort/project, shared goals) might stronger encourage users
to share tool configurations and support each other.
− The longer-lasting relations among users that are usually established in organisations
may increase the reliability of reciprocal expectations (“If I invest something, I will
get something in return from others”) and allow for organisation patterns of tailoring
activities like delegation and centralisation of tailoring services.
− Tailoring activities and tailoring objects may stronger represent the collaboration
culture of the shared context they work in. They become important representations of
history and experiences of an organisation, maybe even part of a corporate knowledge
that is worth protecting from access by external partners.
Most of the concepts that have been developed for collaborative tailoring addressed
“Shared Context” scenarios. I describe three of them in more detail.

4.3.1 The Buttons system
MacLean et al. (1990) described a system in which arbitrary LISP programs were
represented and made accessible by a button in the GUI desktop. Management, creation
and manipulation of these “Buttons” aimed to be as simple as possible to also allow less
experienced users to combine and manipulate these functions according to their needs.
The Buttons could be shared by using standard email, and could be manipulated on
varying degrees of complexity.
Aside from the technological aspects, the observations made also stress the necessity
of having open tailoring cultures to make the sharing and individualisation of tailoring
objects actually happen. The tailoring culture not only comprises an awareness on the
side of users that the tools they use are modifiable and worth modifying, but also a
“designer attitude” that always searches for potential improvements of the technical
environment and that suggests the sharing of experience and insights among users.
However, the technological system itself did not explicitly support these sharing
activities.

4.3.2 The TViews concept
Wasserschaff and Bentley (1997) presented an extension to a web-based groupware
product (the BSCW system) that allowed users to configure views on the data stored in
the shared workspaces of the groupware system. These TViews (“Tailorable Views”)
decided on the visibility of application objects, functions and structures, and could be
“dropped” on application objects to make them appear and behave differently. The
Tviews also aimed at being easy to manipulate and exchanged by end users. Contrary to
the Buttons approach, that provided combinable functionality by a button per function,
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Wasserschaff and Bentley elaborated more on the interface level and aimed at configuring
and exchanging the appearance of the software.

4.3.3 Sharing tailoring objects in a Word Processor
Kahler (2001a, 2001b) developed and evaluated a prototype for the exchange of tailoring
objects for a well-known word processor. He developed a repository and browser to store
and retrieve tailoring objects like button bars, macros or menu structures on a central
server of an organisation. The repository also served as a central point for sharing the
tailoring objects by e-mail.
Kahler provided a tight integration of the functions for manipulating and sharing tool
configurations into the interface of the application to tailor. The repository had public as
well as private areas to avoid conflicting versions of tailoring objects and to allow for
privacy of individual configurations. In the study regarding the use of the tailoring
environment (Kahler 2001a), he pointed out that besides simply supporting existing
tailoring needs a tailoring environment may also give a home to tailoring activities whose
existence further stimulates users to think and act regarding their tool configurations.
Once an environment is given to tailoring activities, the usual considerations regarding
the (technological) organisation of the collaboration apply. Kahler addressed the issues of
− scalability for larger organisations, where two levels (public and private) of scope for
the availability of tailoring objects may not be enough, of
− access control to maintain the integrity of tailoring objects, and of
− the use of meta-data to clarify possible uses and problems of the configurations made
available in the environment.
While the other aspects were left for future research, the prototype already allowed
annotations of the tailoring objects within the environment to communicate use aspects.

4.4 Support for Collaborative Tailoring in “Shared Tool” scenarios
In “Shared Tool” scenarios, users collaboratively work with one tool or technology (the
classical “Groupware” case”). The additional quality that “Shared Tool” scenarios have
compared to “Shared Context” scenarios is that changes to the configuration of the
collaborative software may affect all users, and that with potentially conflicting interests
of users, an “ideal” configuration is something that has to be negotiated. Tailoring then is
nothing where collaboration is only helpful, but a necessity driven by the underlying
technological structure.
I take a more detailed look at approaches that support this scenario since support for
communication, as one of the main activities accompanying tailoring and organisational
change (see Chapter 3), has to be an integral part of every solution.
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4.4.1 Tailoring groupware as a collaborative design process
Oberquelle (1994) investigated tailoring as a collaborative design process and proposed
groupware support for several tasks within the tailoring process. He identified five tasks:
− Discuss inadequacies: A groupware system could provide an opportunity for “Metacommunication” to allow users to discuss inadequacies of the groupware system.
− Conceptualise alternatives: With the acknowledged requirement of “objectification”
of tailoring alternatives given, this especially means to allow users to choose between
or model a tailoring alternative.
− Evaluate alternatives and decide: All users should participate in the evaluation and the
decision upon the tailoring task to process. The groupware system, with its messaging
capabilities, could support this.
− Implement the alternative chosen: Finally, the tailoring alternative chosen should be
implemented.
− Notify affected users: All users who are somehow affected by the tailoring alternative
chosen should be notified that the change has been implemented now. Additionally,
explanations of the “how” and “why” of tailoring can be given.
It is important to note that these task descriptions are not meant to be a model of
consecutive, clearly distinguishable phases. Since tailoring processes can become quite
complex regarding the functions modified in a tailoring activity, this would be an
inappropriate restriction of the processes’ flexibility. The ideas presented provide a first
weak process model of collaborative tailoring activities.

4.4.2 The “Meta-Design” perspective
The “Meta-Design” approach (Fischer and Scharff 2000, Fischer 2002) does not directly
relate to collaborative tailoring, but in a perspective of tailoring as a collaborative activity
with an inherent requirement to agree on an outcome (which is the case in “Shared Tool”
scenarios), it matches the approaches’ notion of end-user-oriented design support. The
baseline of the argument is that most new technologies developed within the IT sector
treat the user more as a consumer than as an active participant in a technological setting.
Fischer and Scharff call for a notion of the user as an active (co-) designer of the
technological settings he works with. Several perspectives on developing adequate design
environments form the “Meta-design” philosophy. In a broader description of the idea
and its context, Fischer (2002) called for designing technical infrastructure,
organisational issues (learning environment and work organisation) and a socio-technical
environment for design-in-use at design time.
In this context, tailoring has the notion of a design-in-use activity where several
designers (professional developers and users) are involved into designing the
configuration of a tool. I point out some aspects and experiences that are relevant for
particularly collaborative tailoring as an activity.
Fischer and Scharff stress the importance of domain orientation for design
environments. They should reflect the entities that form the design problem as well as
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those relevant for describing possible solutions. In the design problem described, this is
the domain of urban planning and mass transportation. The domain orientation does not
only reflect in the concepts and abstractions used but also in their form: Tangible
representations of the design problem result in more appropriate opportunities for
articulations by participants.
In the example domain these tangible representations also play an important role for
collaborative representations. Collaboratively developed representations are important for
developing both, an individual understanding of the concepts and interests of others as
well as a manifestation of the shared notions regarding the design problem.
In a related paper, Fischer and Ostwald (2002) described the combination of an action
space with a reflection space as a basic useful architecture for collaborative design (e.g.
in Urban Planning). In a way this can be associated with collaborative tools having a “use
space” (the ordinary use interface) and a “tailoring space” (where there could be room for
reflection).
The special facet of the “Meta-Design” idea to support design communities (instead of
only individual designers) also is very relevant for collaborative tailoring. This aspect
stresses that the design activity (or tailoring activity) also comprises secondary activities
of learning, communicating and collaborating regarding issues important in the design
process. These are also important to support. Finally, communities may provide a context
of motivation and reward for participating in design activities (“good community
citizenship”).
While pointing out important directions to think about, many of the ideas have to be
concretised to be able to guide the development of support for collaborative tailoring.
Another important problem of the approach is that it mainly addresses “big”, complex
and separate design activities while tailoring activities are often much smaller and tightly
interwoven with the work practice of the users.

4.4.3 The “Cooperative Hypermedia Approach”
Wang and Haake (2000) present CHIPS, a hypermedia-based CSCW toolkit with
elaborated abstraction concepts (role models, process models, cooperation modes, etc.) in
a three-level modelling scheme (meta-model, model and instance) that allows users to
describe and tailor their cooperation scenarios. Generally based on an open hyperlink
structure the system is extendable on any modelling level and thus should be able to
support every cooperation scenario that may occur. In this respect it is similar to CSCW
toolkits earlier proposed by Dourish (1996) or Malone et al. (1992).
Wang and Haake focus on the notion of tailoring as a collaborative activity. The main
example they use to present the toolkit is the collaborative development of a work
environment for a newly formed team. Their toolkit provides access rights systems and
discourse representation facilities oriented at the method of issue-based information
systems (IBIS, Rittel and Kunz 1970, Conklin and Begemann 1988). The tailoring
activity is incrementally described and performed within the hypermedia system as any
other collaborative activity. In their example they use a weak process model with the
steps idea creation, discussion of alternatives, decision-making and implementation that
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is similar to the ideas of Oberquelle (1994). The approach does not explicitly implement
this process but the tools (especially the model and instance editors) are designed to
facilitate that process.
In my eyes, the benefits of the approach are its openness, flexibility and extensibility.
Although they do not provide an example from a real application field, it is credible that
the architecture would cover a large set of collaboration scenarios and associated tailoring
activities. The major drawback is that the cognitive costs for end users to apply the
approach are very high (it requires understanding the modelling layers, the abstraction
concepts and the tools). This might be acceptable in complex or model-oriented work
environments (e.g. software engineering), but even then depending on the granularity of
the modelled descriptions the work costs of keeping the models up to date might well
outweigh the perceived benefits.

4.4.4 Using “Multiple Representations” and “Application Units”
Mørch and Mehandijev (2000) aim explicitly at supporting tailoring as a collaboration
process between end users and professional software developers. They see this as a longterm cooperation to continuously improve software artefacts and develop concepts to
support communication among the stakeholders involved in these settings (designers and
end users).
They propose to provide multiple representations of the software artefact as well as
the continuing design process and the design decisions taken so far. These representations
can, for example, represent code, or more abstract perspectives like control flow diagram,
design rationales or other documents produced in the context of earlier tailoring/design
processes. To provide a better overview they should be grouped into application units
that consist of representations of different abstraction levels that belong to one aspect of
the software’s functionality. Developers and End-User Tailors communicate based on
these representation either mediated by the artefact and its structures themselves or
directly (although this is assumed to be most likely a one-way communication from the
developers to the users, which is not in itself supported by the software). These ideas
have been successfully tested in two cases, and proved to produce a higher transparency
within the process of continuous tailoring of an application. Mørch and Mehandijev
formulate the finding of appropriate representations for users with different experience
backgrounds and skill levels as an important open issue, a fact that also shows in their
example cases, where representations still orient much at programming concepts.

4.4.5 “Lazy negotiation” of tailoring alternatives
The approaches presented before cover tailoring activities that take place before the
actual use situation occurs. As an important alternative, Wulf (1997, Wulf et al. 2001)
described an approach of tailoring the access rights in a Groupware application during
the actual use situation. Consciously delaying the specification of the access rights for
every user or role in advance, the framework provides different ways of negotiating
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access to a document by means of communication channels between the requesting and
the granting user. Contrary to the usual notion of tailoring as producing persistent
changes, these changes are temporary and can be handled in very flexible ways.
Implementation of these kinds of strategy complements the conservative notion of
tailoring and may be especially important for settings where users with very
heterogeneous interests share one tool, e.g. communities or virtual organisations (Stevens
& Wulf 2002).

4.4.6 Negotiation in the WEBGUIDE approach
Tailoring as negotiation does also plays a strong role with Stahl and Herrmann (1999),
who presented a shared information repository to be used in an educational context. They
offer a negotiation-based approach to tailor group ‘perspectives’ on the information
repositories. They anticipated relevant speech acts in that negotiation process that can be
complemented with additional explanations by the participants submitting a contribution.
This allows an automated establishment of tailoring alternatives that all users affected
have agreed upon, but also restricts the type and topic of the negotiation strictly to the
tailoring of ‘perspectives’.

4.5 Collaborative Tailoring of and in “Shared Infrastructures”
I now move to areas of the discussion where we still find more challenges than solutions.
In the preceding parts of this chapter I could draw from a rich variety of studies and
concepts that have been published in CSCW research. However, the technological
solutions that have been developed share one aspect: a typical tailoring activity is
supposed to cover one tool, function or service. But this is not an appropriate perspective
on current work environments, today the different services and technologies needed and
used to establish computer-supported environments for cooperation can be almost
arbitrarily distributed between operating system platforms, middleware applications,
groupware applications and single-user-applications. With the emergence of more and
more fragmented work environments (Virtual Communities, Virtual Organisations,
Freelancer Networks, etc.), and the development of new technologies “beyond the
Desktop” (Personal Digital Assistants, Mobile Phones, Wearable Computing, Ubiquitous
Computing, etc.) the complexity of the technological infrastructure used for intra- and
inter-organisational collaboration is likely to further increase (see illustrating cases e.g. in
Robertson 1998, Dittrich et al. 2002, Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II). Regarding the
scope of tailoring activities this means that there may be more than one tool or service to
tailor to reach a desired state of the technological environment. But, as the example I
used for “Shared Infrastructures” in the beginning of this chapter illustrates, there are also
more and hidden dependencies between different artefacts. I am aware that part of the
approaches that I described before can contribute to support for collaborative tailoring for
part of the scenario I now look at. But there are also some special aspects of a “Shared
Infrastructure” scenario.
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4.5.1 The notion of “Inner” and “Outer” Tailorability
The general discussion of “tailorability” as a property of an artefact does not reflect the
interdependencies with the (technological) context it is used in. It is useful to widen the
perspective in the context of our discussion, and I do that from a user’s perspective.
To a user, all that matters for perceiving an IT artefact as helpful is whether or not the
technology provides the use or functionality the user wanted. Maybe it is provided in a
straightforward way, maybe the desired behaviour of the technology can be achieved
through tailoring it. If this is not possible, there may be another technology that serves the
user better. This competition of technologies leads to use environments that contain
different technologies or even technology fragments (in terms of only partial use of the
functionality available). A new, complex image manipulation software product may be
only used to remove the “red eyes” effect off a digital photograph. Maybe adding an
annotation to it will be done using a presentation software product, and the resulting file
will then be sent out to a relative with an email client – all this in spite of the fact that the
image manipulation software initially used would have been able to support all three
tasks described. Established technology usages may be only partially abandoned in
favour of new technologies. The use of different fragmented technologies has been found
in several organisational settings (Robertson 1998, Dittrich et al. 2002, Törpel et al.
2003, Publication II).
This use pattern lets me derive two kinds of tailorability. The “inner” tailorability
addresses the flexibility and ease of manipulation of a tool or device itself to fit different
use scenarios. This is the notion of tailorability that was part of most of the work
described above. The use scenario with the image manipulation software requires
something different that I refer to as “outer” tailorability: A technology has to be prepared
for working together with other, even competing technologies to enable users to tailor
their work environment by selecting and combining (partial) technologies. Technically
technologies can achieve that by referring to a common, shared technological background
that is – for desktop applications – usually provided by the operating system (e.g.
providing a file system and a directory structure, or support for a software installation
procedure), but also comprises standardised protocols (e.g. SQL, OLE), “common”
hardware configurations (e.g. PCs being able to display graphics with a certain
resolution) and a functionality composition and representation that shows the technology
is aware of the fact that it may be used only partially or that it may be even replaced
(Pipek and Wulf 1999 show an example for a lack of that awareness). Even more, a
technology may have to obey “softer” standards like usability standards (e.g. interface
items like checkboxes or drop-down menus) or established use patterns (e.g. copy-pastefunctionality) to achieve “outer” tailorability. Additionally, concepts for the support for
collaborative tailoring have to become also aware of “outer” tailorability issues. Jacucci
et al. 2003 showed an application of the idea of “inner” and “outer” tailorability for
infrastructures involving tangible interfaces.
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4.5.2 Maintenance Tailoring
Traditionally, tailoring activities have been seen connected with the organisational change
in a work setting. But my notion of infrastructures and technology interdependencies
indicates that the complexity of the technological environment may also require tailoring
activities to just maintain current work practice in changing technological contexts. This
“Retrofitting” has previously been observed in workplace settings on an individual level,
e.g. when users tried to re-configure an application after an update to provide the “old”
application look and behaviour (Mackay 1991). But this kind of “Maintenance Tailoring”
(how I’d like to call it) is not always directed backwards (as the term “Retrofitting”
implies), but also towards the future, e.g. if a user updates an application because
collaborating partners have done so, just to maintain an existing practice of document
exchange.

4.5.3 Collaborative “infrastructure tailoring”
The descriptions of support for collaborative tailoring in this chapter covered several
aspects of tool representation and manipulation. It was possible to develop and describe
concrete approaches because the scope of developing the tailoring support was within one
application, and so it was within the scope of the development of the application itself.
The developer of the application had complete control over the functionality and the
possible tailoring activities. Now, looking at tailoring “beyond one tool”, the scope of
possible application-relevant (and use-relevant) tailoring activities goes beyond the scope
of development of the application itself. This situation still carries aspects of the “Shared
Context” and “Shared Tool” scenarios, but a “targeted” design of support for
collaborative tailoring is more difficult here.
With “Shared Context” scenarios the situation shares the existence of an organisational
or interest-based umbrella that ties use activities together and promises to be a base for
collaboration in tailoring activities. A diversity of tools and technologies can be addressed
by support approaches, but with the infrastructure perspective the dependencies between
different tools and technology levels are also considered. These dependencies forge the
similarities with the “Shared Tool” scenarios, since the necessity to explicitly agree on a
tool or technology configuration has to be addressed here also. Unfortunately, some
assumptions that held for “Shared Tool” scenarios don’t hold in infrastructures anymore.
The dependencies between different functions (or applications) may be hidden, and not
all users are familiar with the applications and technologies that collaborating users work
with. In addition to deciding for and implementing a tailoring alternative, there is also a
stronger need to consider the necessity of explanation regarding the problem and possible
solutions.
A tailoring environment for infrastructures would also have to rely on the simplest and
most available information and communication technologies as the common base for a
participation of all users involved. As in the concepts developed by Kahler (2001a), this
is likely to be the traditional E-Mail and World Wide Web infrastructure that can be found
at almost every modern workplace
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For the said explanation necessities, there are obvious and simple ways to create
representations of applications and tailoring objectifications using the screen capturing
features of modern operating systems to produce screenshots. However, depending on the
interface design these can be more or less useless to describe tailoring issues, and some
aspects of an application can’t be represented accordingly (e.g. its architecture or menu
structure). The use of video and/or animation would illustrate problems better (Baecker
2002), but the application itself may also provide more sophisticated representations of
itself. It would be possible to draw on representations that have been made during
application development (similar to those described by Mørch and Mehandijev 2000, or
in the context of “design rationale” systems in Moran & Carroll 1996). Dourish (1995,
1997) discussed the idea of providing “computational representations” of the behaviour
of application components for users at the interface as well as for other components to
determine current activities of a component. Reaching the goal to enable every
application (component) to exactly represent its “area of accountability” (e.g. a text
processor is responsible for the spell check, but not for problems with the file system)
would actually also help to manifest and visualise structure in “Shared Infrastructure”
scenarios.

4.6 Learning from Collaborative Tailoring
The results of the considerations in this chapter are twofold. First, my overview on the
different approaches that somehow address the collaborative dimension of tailoring (as
the maybe best explored and supported appropriation activity up to now) will serve as a
valuable experience background for the creation of my ideas. Though the main issue for
technological support was the actual ‘altering’ of the groupware artefacts under
consideration, I found several approaches that to a certain extent supported related
activities of communication (in most cases between users and designers) and exploration,
and that addressed related visualisation issues.
Second, the distinction of the approaches along the ‘ties that bind users together’ in a
tailoring activity showed that aside from three ‘ideal types’ of scenarios, we have to
consider a fourth type of scenario (“Shared Infrastructure”), that in my eyes is more
appropriate for modern work places (see also my study in SIGMA, section 3.2 ), and that
has not been addressed by approaches to support tailoring. According to my observations,
this is because the idea of a ‘tailoring environment’ is insofar still a design-oriented
perspective (though the notion of tailoring always tried to be a more use-oriented
perspective) as it naturally only covers the alteration of one tool or technology. To turn to
a truly use-oriented perspective, as it will be necessary for my ideas of “appropriation
support”, I have address the level ‘beyond one tool’ also.

5 From Tailoring to Appropriation Support Concepts
The choice of ‘Tailoring’ as a starting point for the considerations here simply refers to
the fact that in my model of understanding appropriation the activities around the
configuration of artefacts represent the most widely acknowledged and supported
activities that users actively perform to appropriate a collaborative technology.
As the term and the concept of tailoring as an important aspect in the design of software
artefacts evolved in the late 80’s, almost every publication stressed the tight relations
between organisational and technological aspects. The dynamics and volatility of the
organisational aspects made it impossible to anticipate all use aspects in design, and led
to the demand for flexible and easily adaptable software products. Several approaches
addressed that for collaborative software products (MacLean et al. 1990, Malone et al.
1992, among others). But there was already the flip side of the medal visible, whenever
the prototypes were evaluated in an application field: The need to explore and discover
potential usages within the “Tailoring Space” an application provided.
This was usually considered an organisational task, and there were mainly two
strategies to deal with the problem mentioned:
− Stimulating the exchange and distribution of tailoring objects, and hope that the usages
associated with these will also spread (found e.g. in Mackay 1990),
− Introducing mediating roles with double qualifications and/or orientation, capturing
the technological complexity as well as a thorough knowledge of the tasks and use
traditions in a workplace (described e.g. in Okamura et al. 1994, Orlikowski 1992,
Trigg and Bødker 1994, Mark 1997).
These approaches already perceived the acting user in processes of developing a
technology-organisation-fit. This is the perspective I further developed into my notion of
appropriation support. However, aside from making it possible to distribute tailoring
objects, there was no further technological support that addressed the problem of “finding
usages” in these examples. With the step from “Tailoring” to “Appropriation Support”, on
a technological level, I associate the exploration of additional functionality for “Tailoring
Environments” to allow “finding/creating usages”, and to support creative activities not
only in the realm of “design” but also in the realm of “use”. My considerations of the
existing approaches in the last section also made clear that I associate with the shift from
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tailoring to appropriation support not only the provision of additional functionality, but
also the final shift from a design-oriented perspective to a use-oriented perspective. This
shift is best observed in “Shared Infrastructure” scenarios discussed in the last section,
where it becomes obvious that tailoring support always is within a tool, while my notion
of ‘appropriation support’ carries within the necessity to look beyond one tool.

5.1 Appropriation Activities
I now want to elaborate on the results I collected from my long-term studies (see Chapter
3). Through the processes of familiarisation, (re-) configuration and usage the technology
is appropriated, that means it is being transformed and specialised from the more or less
abstract notions of usage the technology designers once imagined to be possible with it,
to the concrete interests, meanings and purposes of (a group of) users. This process of
appropriation is constructive in itself (Hales 1994), and I see tailoring as the key activity,
since every tailoring activity is in fact (at least partially) a re-discovery and re-invention
of the practices that are possible with this technology. Exploring the collaborative
dimensions of tailoring was also a starting point for exploring the collaborative
dimensions of technology appropriation, where the main point is to not only understand a
technology and its affordances, but to also be able to develop and negotiate alternative
scenarios in a group or organisation. The provision of appropriate tailoring environments
and technologies of flexibilisation (e.g. component-based systems) is a technological
prerequisite of appropriation processes, but I now turn from a perspective of more or less
“targeted” tailoring activities to build an appropriate collaborative environment to
“softer” tasks like getting new ideas for a better practice, learning about technological
options and possible usages, and discussing and deciding on alternative scenarios (with
implementation being only a secondary interest).
From my long-term studies I was able to show that collaboration among users
significantly helped the establishment of new usages. When I looked at the activity level
of these collaborations, I saw that it was not the technical tailoring activity itself that
helped users understand and decide for (and against) alternative usages, but the activities
of explaining, demonstrating and discussing around that. Most of them usually were of a
more or less spontaneous character, took place at the workplace, and were tightly
embedded in ordinary work activities.

5.1.1 Purposes of Appropriation Activities
I also find it helpful to establish a second perspective on appropriation activities. From
my notion of appropriation and objectification I can develop a perspective of the purpose
of the activities that allow innovation and exchange of usages.
The purpose of understanding technologies aims at establishing a basis for access to
objectifications of work-related software artefacts. By understanding I refer to the
discovery and aggregation of knowledge on the basic principles and scopes of
technologies (“This software is a text processor.”, “Before you can use software, you
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have to switch the computer on.”, “If you can’t save your text on a floppy disk, it may be
write-protected, it may be not formatted, your operating system is maybe occupied with
doing something else, but it is not the word processor that is causing the trouble.”, etc.).
This kind of knowledge is especially important for the case of breakdowns in the
infrastructure, for assessing the responsibilities of the different underlying technologies,
and for deriving appropriate means in the case of a breakdown of infrastructure.
Orlikowski et al. (1995) elaborate on these basic aspects of appropriation.
The purpose of learning technologies aims at understanding and interpreting the
objectifications in work-related software artefacts, developing an idea for the intended
uses of that artefact. It means to learn about the menu structure and other navigation
instruments, and the functionality the technology offers. It also refers to learning about
the means to modify and tailor the technology. Often, small tutorials, a help system and
“application wizards” support users in learning about a software artefact together with
non-computer-based means (books, courses, etc.). The objectifications not necessarily
represent only the intentions of the original designers of a software artefact, but also the
intentions of other artefact users, also manifested in the configurations and tailoring
objects they use.
The purpose of sensemaking of technologies (following Weick 1995, and several
related studies around IT use – e.g. Bansler and Havn 2004, Seligman 2000) covers
activities users start to answer the question: What can this technology do for me (us)?
Usually this involves considering current abilities, tasks, technologies and their usages,
but also the perceived value of the new technology at stake. By finding a meaning for an
artefact in a current or anticipated use scenario the technology is being appropriated, but
as its’ deployment might also involve tailoring activities, there is also an objectification
of the intended uses of the users.

5.1.2 Technological Support for Appropriation Activities
The main point with appropriation activities is that the “users” are considered the main
actors. In chapter 3.3 I established “usage communication”, “usage observation/
visualisation” and “usage modification” as appropriation activities. To present possible
ideas for their support, I would like to refer to a more detailed level. The following list is
not conclusive:
− Basic Technological Support: Building highly tailorable systems, maybe using
component-based tailoring (e.g. FreEvolve, cf. Mørch et al. 2004), establishing
tailoring objects beyond one tool (e.g. as it has been done for Workflow Management
Systems by the WFMC5) to complement the “inner” with an “outer” tailorability.
− Articulation Support: Support for technology-related articulations (real and online),
providing a shared (online) articulation sphere (e.g. web forum, tool-embedded
discourse), maybe document-centred (cf. “Placeless Documents”, Dourish 2003).

5

Workflow Management Coalition, see http://www.wfmc.org/
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− Historicity Support: Visualise appropriation as a process of developing technologies
and usages, e.g. by documenting earlier configuration decisions, providing retrievable
storage of configuration and usage descriptions.
− Decision Support: If an agreement is required in a collaborative appropriation activity,
providing voting, polling, etc.
− Demonstration Support: Support showing usages from one user (group) to another
user (group), provide necessary communication channels.
− Observation Support: Support the visualisation of (accumulated) information on the
use of tools and functions in an organisational context.
− Simulation Support: Show effects of possible usage in a exemplified or actual
organisational setting (only makes sense if the necessary computational basis can be
established).
− Exploration Support: Combination of simulation with extended support for technology
configurations and test bed manipulations, individual vs. collaborative exploration
modes.
− Explanation Support: Explain reasons for application behaviour (e.g. using
behavioural descriptions of tools and functions, Dourish 1995), often referred to as
“system accountability”, fully automated support vs. user-user- or user-expertcommunication.
− Delegation Support: Support delegation patterns in tailoring activities, provide remote
tailoring facilities.
− (Re-) Design support (useful though not considered appropriation support according to
my definition): designer feedback on appropriation processes (see “Application units”
and “Multiple Representations”, Mørch and Mehandijev 2000)
For several of these ideas there have been support concepts published. Dourish (1995,
1997, 2003) pointed out one possible direction of technological improvements to support
“understanding” (Explanation Support). He discussed the intransparency of current
technological infrastructures and proposed to use behavioural descriptions of a
technology (and its subparts) as a complement of current architectural descriptions. The
general goal is to enable technologies to “understand” the behaviour of other technologies
to be able to orientate in a rich infrastructural setting. As a consequence they would also
be able to deliver a more precise picture of their capabilities and limitations to the user.
In an example for extending Tailorability for learning about technologies, Wulf and
Golombek (2001a) addressed the problem that the consequences of tailoring activities are
often not visible to the tailor, which makes it hard to assess a functionality. They
suggested integrating “exploration environments” into groupware tools that allow users to
play with the tailoring interface of a tool without actually changing something in their
organisational context. These exploration environments also presented the results of the
exploratory tailoring activities from the perspective of the users affected by it.
In the context of my notion of observation support, Linton (2003) described a system
for sharing expertise on using a word processor. He tried to record and associate the “use
traces” (consecutive interface actions) of different users to give recommendations on tool
usage. This could also be interesting for just visualising the practice of other users.
Complemented with additional communication facilities (then demonstration or
explanation support) this might help a new user to assess the perceived value of a
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technology for other users in similar use scenarios. With the similar intent to allow users
to “leave their traces” by enhancing their information spaces, Dourish (2003) described a
system that allowed flexible end-user extension of document metadata (“properties”) as
well as attaching dynamic behaviour through “active properties”. Dittrich (1998)
suggested to explicate the scenarios and assumptions that the designers had when
developing the software in order to enable the users to understand what the intended use
of the software was and what parts of these assumptions and scenarios apply to the
current use situation the user is in (explanation support using designer-usercommunication). Contrary to Mørch and Mehandijev (2000) the idea relates not only to a
designer-user dialogue for sensemaking (there, this is assumed to happen in the form of a
long-term communication process mediated by the artefact structures and representations,
rarely in direct communication), but Dittrich also suggests to complement the help
systems of applications with a hypertext structure to support can user-user dialogue for
sensemaking. Hermann et al. (2004) present in their ‘socio-technical walkthrough’ idea
representations that also capture non-technological aspects of the work environment and
use them in workshops for improved designer-user-communication in a design process.
These representations could also be helpful for appropriation support. Reconsidering the
“exploration environments” (Wulf and Golombek 2001a) mentioned above, I could also
imagine using these environments to demonstrate alternative use scenarios or
technologies to a group of users. As a “test simulation” they can be especially valuable if
it is possible to map aspects of the real existing work setting of the potential users.
My main focus is on the notion of appropriation as a social activity, and consequently
on the communicative and collaborative aspects of appropriation support. In the next
sections I want to go deeper into these aspects, and develop my support ideas from that.

5.2 Supporting Appropriation with “Use Discourses”
From the understanding of appropriation activities that I described in the last section, I
now focus on the social aspects of appropriation activities to develop the idea of “use
discourses” as a basis for appropriation support. I briefly revisit first the “side activities”
of tailoring.

5.2.1 Experiences from approaches to collaborative tailoring
As we now have a description of the side activities of tailoring, and a description of the
purposes they should fulfil, we can have a short second look at the approaches for
collaborative tailoring I already described. What kind of support do they offer regarding
these activities and purposes?
Even the among the earliest concepts of tailorability there was also some kind of user
interaction possible. With Stallman (1981) as well as the Buttons system (MacLean et al.
1990) it was possible to share the configurations by file exchange or by e-mail.
Additional communication regarding the use of the configurations (the re-configured
tools) was possible by means of comments in the files as well as by means of
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explanations in the emails. However, from the descriptions given, the user-user- or usertailorer-interactions that occurred seemed to be more related to face-to-face interaction
than to these opportunities for mediated interaction. Interestingly, MacLean et al. report
that the “Buttons” idea was also picked up for requesting functionality even in cases
where a “Button” would definitely not be able to cover the requirements. So, the tailoring
objects also served as metaphors for discussing desired uses via e-mail. Mackay (1990)
also reports about the sharing of tailoring objects (by copying rules from other people’s
rule sets), and the additional interaction that was associated with it. However, it is also
not clear whether these interactions were supported by any technological means. The
sharing of UNIX customisation files, reported in the same paper, was accompanied by
varying face-to-face- or e-mail-based user-user-interactions and illustrates that a variety
of “use problems” leads to a technology-related interaction among users. A closing
remark illustrates that the activities and purposes I described were also encountered in
that environment:
Users have a number of incentives to share customisations, including taking
advantage of each other’s work, learning new methods of accomplishing useful
tasks, avoiding errors, and generally saving time. The net result is that users adopt
patterns of use from each other, propagating both useful innovations and errors
throughout the organisation. (Mackay 1990, p.218)
Trigg and Bødker (1994) examined the tailoring of word processors performed by four
persons in a Danish administration. The interplay between local developers and the
programmer and the learning activities of the local developers were highly interactive
activities:
Indeed, exploring, tailoring, integrating, and otherwise adapting the technology to
the work being conducted all around them has made DA and DB the organisation’s
official mediators and articulators between design and use. (Trigg and Bødker
1994, p. 48; DA and DB being two local developers)
The tailors described for us the network of who-asks-whom. Those at the branch
with the most technical experience seek advice directly from the programmer or the
local developers. Less knowledgeable workers have a “guru” (not one of our
tailors) to whom they turn when help is needed. (Trigg and Bødker 1994, p.51))
Again, there is no more detailed description about what kind of interactions accompanied
tailoring activities.
Kahler (2001a) supported the exchange of configurations by providing an environment
for tailoring and sharing tailoring objects. Additional user interactions were supported by
means of publication (to a public workspace for tailoring objects) and annotation (of the
tailoring objects, including “metadata” like author and creation date). The character of
these annotation system was more a broadcast of additional information, not a direct useruser-interaction.
All approaches of course allowed to experiment with and to explore tailoring objects
individually. All studies report on such activities. But if additional interactions related to
that experimentation, it was not supported by the concepts. Further approaches, especially
for “Shared Tool” scenarios, show more explicit support for user-user-interaction.
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In Wang and Haake’s CHIPS system (2000), tailoring or appropriation activities can
be modelled in a similar way like every other collaborative activity. Every kind of
computer support that the system provides for collaborative activities then is also
available for developing and discussing usages. However, the basic criticism regarding
the cognitive complexity of the concepts used in the approach also apply here, and the
authors could not provide empirical evidence from a real application field. But the
modelling activities themselves might provide a basis for reflection and learning for
accordingly skilled workers, and thus might also help developing new usages of the
collaborative framework.
Many of the experiments of the “Meta-Design” (Fischer 2002) perspective focus on
providing, collecting and developing further appropriate representations of (also) workrelated issues, and on providing interaction spaces for these processes. In that respect, the
experiments addressed the appropriation e.g. of space and buildings (in urban planning)
or of computer network technology. But in some of the approaches for technological
support that has been developed the design process remains to be something external to
use, which does not meet my understanding of appropriation processes. This is different
with the example of tailoring the computer network infrastructure (Fischer 1994), but
there is no further empirical evidence about its use.
Many other concepts I described for collaborative tailoring in “Shared Tool” scenarios
described or anticipated user-user-interactions, but there have been no practical
experiences that would allow a deeper understanding of the character or the effects on use
of these activities. Altogether we see that the activities of explaining, demonstrating and
discussing for the purpose of understanding, learning and sensemaking of technologies
have been addressed somehow, but it was usually the tailoring activity itself that was in
the focus of technological support concepts.

5.2.2 Appropriation Support: Integration and Artefact-related
Communication
Robinson (1993) described the “common artefact” and the characteristics that afford its
successful appropriation in order to inform the design of collaborative software. For
supporting the appropriation of technology in groups and organisations, the concept of
“double level language” is particularly valuable. It distinguishes between two mutually
supportive modalities of communication: “implicit communication” in which the artefact
(e.g. a distributed spreadsheet, “Flight progress strips” used by air traffic controllers, a
key rack at a hotel reception) is a medium for communication (by transmitting the current
state of work activities or work results), and “explicit communication” (e.g. speech, adhoc notes), in which the artefact is providing representations of work-related issues that
can be referred to. This suggests an understanding in which a collaborative technology or
tool is as well a medium for implicit communication as something that provides reference
points for explicit work-related communication. But in addition to that, the discussions of
collaborative tailoring above show that a collaborative technology can also provide the
means for explicit communication, can prepare to be the subject of explicit
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communication (being a “work-related issue”) and can support implicit communication
regarding technology usage.
In another perspective on collaboratively used software artefacts (“Computational
Coordination Mechanisms”), Schmidt and Simone (1996, p.162) defined the role that
artefacts play in collaborative work settings as being “instrumental in reducing the
complexity of articulation work and in alleviating the need for ad hoc deliberation and
negotiation”. In my eyes, the activities of explanation, demonstration, and discussion of
actual or possible technology usages, with the goal of understanding technologies,
learning about them and making sense of them for the own areas of work activity
describe the articulation work of technology appropriation. Consequently, any
technological support for appropriation processes should aim for making it easier to
demonstrate and discuss usages in distributed settings.
Both perspectives lead me to the basic idea of extending tailoring environments with a
support for communication and demonstration of tailoring objects of collaborative
software tools. The basic idea of a “use discourse” environment is to provide a platform
where users can discuss and perform technology- or usage-related activities. However,
with the idea of “use discourses” as the basis for appropriation support, the focus of the
support environment also shifts from an environment of tool modification to an
environment of general usage discussion (that may or may not lead to tool modifications)
that may support several appropriation activities. Since communication and negotiation
regarding technological issues is more common in “Shared Tool” scenarios, I chose tools
and application fields of that scenario type to develop prototypes and experiment with my
ideas for appropriation support. The second prototype even addresses a “Shared
Infrastructure” scenario, because it does not only share important characteristics with the
“Shared Tool” scenario, but also stresses the necessity to go ‘beyond one tool’ to address
a radically use-oriented approach as it is necessary for Appropriation Support.
For the development of my prototypes, the following aspects, derived from the longterm studies as well as earlier experiences from the literature, should be considered:
− Integration: Similar to Trigg and Bødker’s (1994) requirement for tailoring
environments that are integrated in the tools to configure, technological means to
support appropriation should also be integrated in the artefact that is being discussed
or tailored.
− Simplicity: As the articulation of usages is particularly valuable for less experienced
users, the perceived complexity of use has to be lower (and sometimes significantly
lower) then the complexity of using the technology that is being discussed.
− Prepared for Ad-Hoc Use: As technology appropriation will always remain a
secondary aspect of work, any support concept or tool should allow quick and easy
use of it.
Following Trigg and Bødker (1994), I want to offer support for a community of tailoring
practice and tailoring environments to stimulate reflection on tool and practice and act
according to it. Another important perspective is the perception of individual
appropriation activities (e.g. tailoring) as (small, ad-hoc) collaborative design processes
(with a beginning, a defined discourse, and a decision at the end). The similarity with
design processes results from technical necessities (e.g. having to agree on a
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configuration) as well as organisational needs (e.g. the necessity to have “usual”
procedures that are only occasionally re-negotiated or re-defined).
While we might be confident in the usefulness of the appropriation activities described
so far, it is much more difficult to assess and estimate the impact of the framing
conditions of appropriation activities on possible support concepts. Therefore, until the
actual evaluation of use discourse environments in practice I have to live with insecurities
and concerns regarding the embodiment of the “Use discourse” idea. To learn for the
design of my prototypes, I looked at experiences with artefact-related online conversation
in design contexts (chapter 6). The description of my prototypes and the results of their
evaluations follow (chapter 7).

6 Offering Support for Use Discourses
A number of considerations guided my interest in the specific notion for appropriation
support that I developed my prototypes from. We saw that the support for tailoring, which
proved to be an important appropriation activity, could be the starting point for
appropriation support. Tailoring as a collaborative objectification of a new usage can be
seen as a small design process “in use”. I also stressed the importance of technology- and
usage-related communication for the appropriation of collaborative software. And I
considered appropriation being a side issue of productive work as an important framing
condition for concepts of appropriation support.
My goal is to support “Use Discourses”, beyond the tailoring activity itself. My idea to
extend tailoring environments with means for asynchronous user-user communication
and negotiation relates to all aspects. Tailoring facilities usually have been made available
“close to” use facilities of collaborative software, and so should be the additional means
for communication I would like to provide. It should be easy to “switch” between using
and discussing a technology. Using asynchronous communication allows users to decide
autonomously when to participate in a communication, and it guarantees some
persistence of contributions to the discourse.
Using discourse (as “goal-oriented communication”) as my main guiding metaphor
can be justified from other examples, where the necessity to involve a heterogeneous
group of participants into a joint design effort. For the integration of software
development and other design disciplines in the production of multimedia documents,
Morris and Finkelstein (1999) suggested a discourse-based approach where content and
process also are tightly integrated. Similarly, Healey (1992) combined practical
experiences with urban planning from the UK with Habermasian ideas in her plea for a
communicative turn of planning theory.
To decide upon the exact nature of the communication support I want to offer, I
analysed existing approaches and experiences from the field of design (in this case Urban
Planning, Pipek et al. 2000, Publication III) and communication-oriented knowledge
management (Pipek and Won 2002, Publication IV).
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6.1 Support for Design Discourses
There have been a number of approaches that address the issue of a design-oriented
communication, and that also can inform the support for “Use Discourses”. Though
focusing on the documentation of design decisions (“design rationales”, Moran and
Carroll 1996) and their dependencies, the design rationale concept inherently applied a
dialogical structure and used arguments to document the different alternatives and the
decisions made. Beyond only documenting the process, some of the argumentation-based
approaches also aimed at supporting the designer-designer interaction during a design
process (Fischer et al. 1996, Reeves and Shipman 1992)
Some of these approaches focus on a “meaningful” instead of a time-oriented,
sequential structure of a discourse and relate to the idea of Issue-Based Information
Systems (IBIS) proposed by Rittel (1972). In this concept to support the solution of
complex (“wicked”) problems he proposed the use of persistent structured conversations
using the speech acts “issue”, “position” (opinion on an issue) and “argument” (for or
against a position), which have defined relations. This concept has been implemented and
improved (Conklin and Begeman 1988, Gordon and Karacapilidis 1997), but it has also
been criticised for still being too formal to be attractive for all problems and all user
groups (Isenmann and Reuter 1997, Shipman and Marshall 1999). Similarly, Whittaker
(1996) reported that guidance and facilitation also run into the danger of inhibiting
instead of facilitating discourse even for weaker structured approaches.
I participated in the evaluation of a prototype that provided similar support for Urban
and Land-Use Planning (Pipek et al. 2000, Publication III). We developed a perspective
in distinguishing computer support for design-related representation (Audio/Video
material, maps, simulations) and for design-related argumentation (here also based on the
IBIS-Model). The strength of computer support for urban planning (or design in General)
is in not just serving as an information and communication medium for imitating
concepts from reality (here the presentation of planning material and maps, and the
provision of discussion and participation opportunities e.g. town hall meetings), but to
also reach a new quality of discourse support by combining and integrating the spheres of
argumentation and representation. The ArguMap approach (Rinner 1999) illustrated how
the discourse and summarising information about the discourse can be visualised in a
spatial representation of the design issue. Similarly, it was easy to cite or quote spatial
aspects of the design issue in the discourse. The IBIS method had its strength in helping a
communication process focusing on certain issues and in maintaining an overview over
the important issues. But in first practical experiences it was also criticised for being too
complex insofar that it requires knowledge how to use it, while standard discussion
groups allow “ordinary” articulation patterns as known from spoken conversation.
Instead, I came to the conclusion that it would be more useful to simply ease issuecentred articulation. Additional helpful aspects in the context of Urban Planning would be
to integrate aspects of “user qualification for participation” and to also support the
socialisation of participants.
Some weaker-structured approaches do not support an explicit design process, but
offer support for conversations related to an artefact or its representation with the goal of
changing or commenting it. In the D3E-Environ¬ment of Sumner and Shum (1998),
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discussion on a document is supported in a way that comments and commented parts of
the document always are visualised together, and the “Sticky Chat” concept Churchill et
al. (2000) developed for a widely-used text processor supports persistent chats related to
paragraphs of the text. Reeves and Shipman (1992) supported artefact-centred
communication for computer network design. All these approaches also focus on the
integration of the discourse and the representations of the issue that was being discussed.
Sumner and Shum and Churchill et al. represented the communication close to the
position in the document the discussion referred to. Reeves and Shipman also allowed the
composition of discussion threads and representations of the designed network on
“argumentation pages” to illustrate a certain argument. Camino et al. (1998) reported on a
successful provision of “standard utterances” like “Agreed” in E-mail conversations.
Taking a step back, Churchill and Erickson (2003) aimed at developing a deeper
understanding of artefact-centred mediated conversation. Some considerations are highly
relevant for my idea. First, the notion that artefact-centred mediated conversation is often
not a conversation about things but about representations of things is important, because
it reminds us that though we want to discuss tool configurations and tool usage, we can
address the collaborative work that actually is the true focus only by means of
representations of some of its aspects. Second, the embedding of reflections that
constitute a “mediated conversation” into a perspective of supporting “articulation work”
(Star and Strauss 1999) and the challenge to reduce it by developing appropriate
technological support (Schmidt and Simone 1996) ties the discussion to the research on
cooperative work settings.
Duchenaut and Bellotti (2003) addressed in their analysis of email conversation in an
organisation the issue of understanding references (textual, by attachment, by URL, etc.)
to artefacts. They found out that the establishment of a meaning for these references is
less dependent on the form of the reference and more dependent on the shared
understanding that emerges from longer conversation practice. Email seemed to be
appropriate especially when referring to things that already were in a “digital” form.
Martin and Rouncefield (2003) pointed out that there also could be “wrong” references
interrupting the natural flow of conversation. Especially is there no point in providing as
many representations and references as possible; the important issue is to provide the
right reference at the right time (maybe achieved by a joint management of currently
visible references). Zuiderent et al. (2003) stressed that the current communication
technologies themselves offer only very limited context for conversations. To establish a
context, additional work has to be done by a message sender in a conversation, that
requires additional media-related skills. They pointed out that the organisational issue of
who is responsible for doing that additional work is a critical factor for successful
mediated conversation. Whittaker (2003) focuses on visual information about things that
are in discussion, and comments that it is not always necessary to use visual information
to illustrate arguments. But if considered valuable, it has to be carefully judged what
information is shown how and in what thematic context.
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6.2 Communicating Knowledge
I already stressed that configuration and use of technology also becomes a (to a certain
extent new) field of expertise in an organisation in processes of technology appropriation.
In another article, I (Pipek and Won 2002, Publication IV) developed a perspective of a
communication-centred support for knowledge management (in contrast to the more
storage-oriented approaches that followed a simple interpretation of the notion of
“Organisational Memories” of Walsh and Unger 1991) that also may contribute to the
development of concepts for “Use Discourses”.
I developed a vision of “knowledge landscapes” to illustrate the situatedness of a
“knowledge seeker” in a world of computer-based and non-computer-based artefacts.
With respect to that “knowledge landscape” I distinguished three roles communicationoriented approaches to computer support in knowledge management may play:
− Support for communication in knowledge landscapes: Communication with others can
help people to locate, interpret and understand electronically stored information
artefacts. Support for this kind of communication is also part of the co-browsing idea
(Cabri et al. 1999), and it is also the aim of “expert finding systems” to initiate
communication (Yimam and Kobsa 2003).
− Support for communication as part of a knowledge landscape: Communication, made
persistent, can result in information artefacts that are both easy to create and easy to
understand. Example concepts have been shown in the Babble prototype (Erickson et
al. 1999, Erickson and Kellogg 2003) for persistent synchronous conversation and in
the Answer Garden approach (Ackerman and Malone 1990, Ackerman 1994,
Ackerman and McDonald 1996) for persistent asynchronous communication.
− Support for communication about knowledge landscapes: Communication support for
discussing the structures and processes of the knowledge infrastructure itself.
Approaches have been proposed for information systems in general (Shum 1997) and
more specifically for ontologies used in knowledge management systems (Farquhar et
al. 1997).
The support ideas beyond offering a variety of communication channels provided
persistent and structured storage of communication artefacts (also integrated with other
databases), searching and browsing functionality to retrieve the communication artefacts
(not only content- but also context-based, e.g. browsing for participant constellations in a
chat), and the use of meta data for communication artefacts (e.g. “question”, “answer”,
“proposal”).

6.3 “Discourse Ergonomics” for Appropriation Support
What can be derived from these experiences for my ideas of technology-related user-user
interaction? With the experiences regarding the combination of information/
representation spaces and argumentation/articulation spaces I find the aspect of
integrating the tailoring environments and the use discourse I associate with a tailoring
activity into the collaborative software confirmed. Vice versa, the value of quoting
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(representations of) the issue of a discourse is also a critical aspect. Regarding my
requirement for simple, ad-hoc usable concepts for appropriation support the issue of
structuring discussions in a formal way or enforcing the categorisation of contribution has
to be treated cautiously. On the other hand, it is valuable to represent appropriation
activities also as converging processes (i.e. with a negotiable but defined organisational
and temporal scope) in order to keep up the notion of a use negotiation (especially in
“Shared Tool” scenarios). Concepts for supporting a use discourse should be aware of the
additional services that persistent solutions (with the appropriate browsing and retrieval
facilities) may provide.
To many people Urban Planning is a side issue in everyday life as technology
appropriation is in working life (they both refer to a more infrastructural level). The
experience with the discourse support in Urban Planning stresses that the “side issue”
character of a negotiation process is a challenge for the concepts supporting it.
Communication is always also a social process, where facilitation may be needed for
stimulating as well as calming (in case of conflicts) the communication in the discourse.
The requirement for simplicity and comprehensibility not only refers to concepts of
structuring or guiding the discourse, but also for the representations used in articulations.
The use of graphical, spatial representations served well in Urban Planning since the
representations were both, comprehensible and unambiguous. I should find similar means
to support a discourse on collaborative software.

7 Supporting Appropriation: Results from two evaluations
I now briefly summarise the argument up to here. I established the notion of
“appropriation” as the social process among technology users that helps producing a fit
between technology and work tasks. I used the term “appropriation activities” to find out
more about the user activities that contribute to that process (in my own studies as well as
in published studies on tailoring and organisational change), and to find ways to support
them technologically. From that point of view, “Appropriation support” goes beyond
existing research on designing tailoring environments in supporting more activities (also
beyond tool configuration) and having a different focus (user collaboration regarding
developing “usages”, not tool configurations). I described several ideas to support
appropriation activities and concentrated myself on supporting user-user-interaction with
“use discourses” as an extension of the idea of tailoring environments. In the last chapter
I explored existing work regarding appropriate “discourse ergonomics” to inform the
design of “use discourse” environments.
As straightforward as it may look to suggest support for appropriation activities, we
still have to be aware of the fact that the limited understanding of the activities and
especially the framing conditions under which they are performed still leave us with quite
some insecurity regarding the appropriateness of any appropriation support we may offer.
The prototypes that I developed are as well a feasibility study of the “use discourse” idea
as well as a tool for further exploring the nature of appropriation activities. In the
evaluation, I have to refer to both aspects.
My general idea to provide a more holistic “appropriation support” by extending
tailoring facilities with additional facilities for a “use discourse” carries some similarities
with collaborative design processes. Discourse-oriented support could also be found
there, e.g. in the “Design Rationale” idea for software engineering, and in urban planning
processes (see last chapter). As my studies also demonstrated that appropriation usually is
only a side issue in the day-to-day work activities, the discourse support needs to be
designed in a way that allows easy access to and participation in the discussions. From all
these experiences and from approaches to a communication-oriented support for
knowledge exchange I derived basic ideas for a lightweight discourse support.
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With my two main design strategies for my prototypes I want to elaborate on the idea
to integrate “articulation” and “representation” spheres for an optimal online discourse
support:
− Integration: The use discourses should be integrated in the environment or
functionality the discourse would be about. This does refer to its implementation and
user interface as well as to organisational issues. I sometimes refer to this aspect also
as “Direct Articulation”.
− Software Quoting: As important as embedding the discourse in the relevant
environment is to allow the technology and its usages to be easily referred to in a
discourse contribution. Therefore I aimed at offering specific support for that.
A third important aspect was to maintain a process perspective (and adequate support for
it) to be able to relate a discourse to actual design (here: tailoring) decisions taken.
I developed and evaluated two prototypes to experiment with the general idea of “use
discourses” for tailoring environments (Pipek 2003, Publication V, Pipek 2004,
Publication VI). The prototypes have been designed for two very different scenarios:
− The “POLIAwaC extended”6 prototype was developed to support a use discourse in
the context of a configuration of the event notification service (“Awareness service”)
of a groupware product. The application field was a German authority. This is an
example for a “Shared Tool” scenario.
− The “Online Future Workshop” concept was developed to support a use discourse in
the context of a configuration of an inter-organisational software development
infrastructure. The application field was a project initiative with four participating
university institutes. This is an example for a “Shared Infrastructure” scenario.
So, while in the first prototype a very specific and defined tailoring activity in a rather
homogeneous application field was extended, the second prototype aimed to support an
only vaguely defined tailoring activity in a rather heterogeneous technological and
organisational environment.
I now briefly summarise the focuses and the results of the two evaluations before I
start a discussion of my research.

7.1 The “POLIAwaC extended” prototype
This prototype is covered in (Pipek 2003, Publication V). The focus of my
implementation lied on offering embedded, discourse oriented support for collaboratively
tailoring shared regulations of an event notification service of a standard groupware. The
groupware offered “usual” support as Shared Workspaces, Messaging, weak support for
Workflow Management. It was extended by an event notification service to provide
mutual awareness of co-workers (Fuchs 1998). The tailoring of the “organisational filter”
in the event pipeline Fuchs implemented was the specific tailoring task I supported. The
6
The “POLIAwaC” client was an add-on developed by Fuchs (1998) to provide and tailor “Awareness”
functionality in the standard groupware product “LinkWorks” by DEC.
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organisational filter contains group- or organisation-wide regulations about how events
are forwarded. As it is one tailoring object for a group of people and has to be continually
re-negotiated within the groups and organisations, this is a case of a “Shared Tool”
scenario. The negotiations usually happened outside the groupware system; with my
approach I provided embedded support for discussing the usage of the event notification
service in a group or organisation.
I addressed the aspect of integration by providing access to the discussions in the
tailoring environment itself, allowing a discourse about every individual rule defined. To
better integrate the concept into the work environment, I also aimed at providing a userfriendly discourse environment. I slightly extended the rule language for configuring the
filter by predicates that reflected additional relations that users saw between groupware
objects, and added natural language representations for the rules (that usually presented
themselves as predicate language formulas) as well as a menu-oriented rule construction
environment. A conflict detection mechanism allowed the notification of users, if rule
proposals under discussion conflicted with their own rule configurations in the individual
filters.
I addressed the software quoting aspect by providing easy quoting of rules as a whole
or of individual predicates in their natural language representation.
I addressed the process perspective by allowing to define a deadline and a decision
procedure (voting support) regarding a rule proposal. In general, I referred to the
(extended) tailoring activity as a small-scale design process with the users involved
acting as “casual designers”.
Some aspects of the prototype design relate directly to experiences made in Pipek and
Wulf (1999, Publication I). The diversity of opinions possible, even in ‘obvious’ cases,
(see non-usage of workflow component though initially estimated as important, see
diversity of assessment of the saved time in the ‘process improvement’) lead me to the
conviction that it is necessary to provide means for unrestricted communication (as
opposed to, e.g. speech-act oriented negotiation support). The applicability of ‘guerilla
tactics’ to evade use conventions (secretary hiding files) and reject intended uses of
tailoring alternatives leads me to an approach that really tries to involve all users (by
means of the conflict detection mechanism, the notification mechanism, natural-language
representation of tailoring alternative, easy access to discourse environment, discourse
ergonomics). The possible interpretations of ambiguous metaphors and terminology let
me use this terminology also in the natural-language descriptions to enable users to
address them if necessary. Further aspects can be found in (Pipek 2003, Publication V).
Unfortunately it was not possible to evaluate the prototype in the application field it
was designed for. The reorganisations in the aftermath of the German reunification and
the establishment of Berlin as the new German capital made the application field
disappear. In a heuristic evaluation with researchers that worked in that application field I
were able to establish the general feasibility of the concept. Especially the “quoting”
support and the natural language representations were considered helpful. Other
comments pointed out that restricting discourse to the context of tailoring activities might
leave out opportunities e.g. regarding mutual user qualification.
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7.2 The “Online Future Workshop” concept
This concept is covered in Pipek (2004). The focus there lied on the support for use
discourses in the context of tailoring an inter-organisational infrastructure for a
collaborative software development initiative. The participating organisations all had
developed individual infrastructures for collaborative software development that were to
be amalgamated into one shared infrastructure. The “tailoring alternatives” involved
potentially every software product the organisations worked with, but it was clear from
the beginning that the main decisions that had to be made involved the choice and
configuration of an integrated development environment (IDE) and a versioning system
for code maintenance.
I addressed the aspect of integration by providing a discourse environment based on a
“least common denominator” technology for the organisations – the web. The web-based
discussion forums were also preferred about proprietary implementations because many
users already had some experience with them.
I addressed the software quoting aspect by providing a tool for an easy authoring of
annotated screenshots (text and graphics) as contributions to the discussions.
The process perspective was addressed with the design of the workshop event. A goal
(choice and configuration of IDE, versioning support, further support) was established,
and a schedule and forum organisation that followed the pattern of a “Future Workshop”
(Jungk and Müllert 1996).
Some aspects in the design of the concept relate directly to the experiences made in
the SIGMA case (Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II). It was not possible to implement and
evaluate the “Online Future Workshop” in that application field, but I implemented it in
an application field that shares its defining characteristics with the SIGMA case: Projectoriented work attitudes, temporal contracts (for most of the users), high degree of
autonomy at least on a subgroup-level, distributed work contexts, partly even within the
participating organisations, and a divergent technological infrastructure at the sites
involved. Therefore, I designed - with the “Online Future Workshop” - a concept that
tries to respect the technological diversity by relying on very common technological
standards, by respecting the autonomy through addressing all potential participants in an
equitable way (addressing them as ‘designers’, not users), by supporting means for visual
demonstration rather simple and largely independent of specific required infrastructures,
and by respecting proliferation vs. integration (see 3.2) by orienting discussion and
demonstration means rather along ‘shallow’ visualisation than informed ‘structure’ of
alternative technologies.
I was able to evaluate my ideas in practice in an application field with four
cooperating research groups. The evaluation showed definitive appreciation of the idea as
a whole, but also pointed out some difficulties. The support for quoting software was
considered valuable, as was the approach to give a reflection on actual and possible tool
usages in a group a “home”. The idea of a “Future Workshop” structure for that discourse
was criticised as being too strict and sometimes misleading, and a different distribution of
online- and face-to-face-activities was favoured. However, as the most important result
the course of the experiment revealed the problematic nature of appropriation activities
being only subordinated activities compared to “productive” work.
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7.3 Supporting appropriation with Use Discourses
Summarising my experiences, the key challenge of technological support for
appropriation of collaborative software as an also collaborative process remains to cope
with the nature of appropriation as a subordinated sphere of activity in organisational
settings.
First of all, I could show that giving appropriation a “home” by explicitly supporting
use-oriented user-user-interactions is an interesting and helpful idea to further explore. I
developed and evaluated two discourse-oriented approaches that related to a perception
of tailoring activities as key activities in the appropriation of collaborative software.
Means for free articulation allowed users to address issues related to the tailoring activity
and to the use of the tailorable software in General. This also makes explicit the usually
more invisible work that users have to do to actually make use of a collaborative
technology. The course of the “Online Future Workshop” study showed that though the
actual goal of configuring a shared infrastructure was abandoned, the exchange of use
aspects was perceived as an enriching experience, and had consequences for local usage
patterns. To a certain extent it also made visible who is an expert regarding which tools
and tool usages, and how much initiative a person takes to address and explore issues of
his or her own infrastructure. Especially for distributed work settings this is information
about colleagues and partners that is hard to develop otherwise.
In both prototypes I followed a design strategy for my support concepts that especially
focused on the aspects of integration, allowing the quoting of software and establishing a
process perspective. In the analysis of the evaluations, the first two subsections now
focus on the support of the appropriation activities, while the following three subsections
deal with aspects of the framing conditions for appropriation activities.

7.3.1 Integration and other technological issues
I tested my general idea to support “use discourses” in the context of tailoring activities
in two very different scenarios. In the “POLIAwaC extended” client I built a very specific
solution for tailoring a well-defined function of a groupware system. In the “Online
Future Workshop” example I supported a “tailoring project” to establish a set of
functionalities, where even the applications and technologies to use were still to be
discussed. Regarding technological issues, I have been able to provide more
sophisticated, user-friendlier support for the better-defined tailoring problem.
In the “POLIAwaC extended” prototype I integrated the environment for the use
discourses in the tailoring environment for a specific awareness functionality so the users
could articulate problems with the current configurations and could propose and discuss
different configurations. My second prototype was in that respect quite the opposite
scenario; from a technological “integration” perspective there could not be done as much
as in the first prototype. In a “Shared Infrastructure” scenario there may be no defined
functionality or interface anchor that a technological support for use discourses could be
linked to, and the “tailoring objects” that would be addressed in that discourse could not
fully be anticipated. My support concept was not integrated with the ordinary computer
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desktops of the participants, a fact that many interviewees referred to as resulting in
developing less involvement with the “Online Future Workshop”. On the other hand, it
was valued that there is a virtual “place” that coherently represented the reflections
regarding the usage of collaborative tools. This would have not been the case if I had
used e.g. mailing lists. These contradictory tendencies add to the confusion regarding
where to locate access to use discourses in “Shared Infrastructure” settings.
Further, a close connection between “use discourses” and tailoring environments also
may lead to approaches that structure the discourse according to the structure of the
functions of the collaborative software. The tailoring environment of the awareness filters
in the groupware system that was the base for the “POLIAwaC extended” client was in a
different “place” at the interface as e.g. the functions to manage access to the shared
workspaces the groupware supported. But from a use-oriented perspective, in a
discussion about the visibility of work and work results in the virtual, it is highly
plausible to address the issues of “access control in shared workspaces” and of “event
distribution through the awareness service” in the same discourse. Technically, the
problem in my example could be settled by connecting the tailoring environments of
these functions and the use discourses, but the general question remains where and how
to integrate a support for “use discourses” if several “tailoring objects” (maybe even from
different applications) would be potentially addressed.
The discussion on where to integrate support for appropriation activities in a tool runs
along similar lines as the discussion where to integrate tailoring functionality or tailoring
environments. Wulf (1999b, Wulf and Golombek 2001b) suggested a “Direct Activation”
paradigm for giving access to tailoring functions (derived from the “Direct Manipulation”
paradigm from Shneiderman 1982)7. But there have also been suggestions for
distinguishing and supporting a “tailoring mode” as a completely different interface layer
(Wulf 1999a). Regarding the design for that interface layer there have been advantages of
a three-dimensional solution over a two-dimensional solution have been discussed
(Stiemerling et al. 2001). The discussions show that the issue of integration of tailoring
functions into the “use interfaces” of tools is not trivial in itself, since tailoring is a metaactivity that is orthogonal to use activities and therefore hard to address in interface
design.
In principle, what I do with my approach to appropriation support is to incorporate an
even wider range of issues (basically everything that might be relevant in a use context)
into the technological support task of a tool. As described above, aspects of the use
context may make it necessary to address functions together that are not related to each
other at the user interface (in the example above the Awareness support and the access
right management). An integrated technological support for appropriation now forces us
to even stronger consider the meta-level of tool usage in interface design. If I further
consider a groupware application as a set of functions that can be individually used or
tailored, I come closer to a “Shared Infrastructure” perspective (and the related problems)
even for the case of one application.
I anticipated and encountered the peripheral nature of appropriation activities as the
biggest challenge for explicit support for appropriation. Aside from the integration issue,
7
Similarly I suggested a “Direct Articulation” paradigm in Pipek (2003), I already discussed the technology
bias that might develop with this kind of support in the paragraph above.
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a user-oriented approach is also crucial for appropriation support to reduce the perceived
cost of participating in a use discourse. Maybe the most basic decision I took was the one
to support asynchronous communication to avoid additional overhead for negotiating
(virtual) meetings. In the design of the technological support in the “POLIAwaC
extended” prototype I developed some measures for a user-friendly composition and
discussion of tailoring alternatives (Menu-guided rule composition, appropriate tailoring
language, natural language representation). Similarly, the measures to support the quoting
of software (see below) in both prototypes also aimed to easily refer to the technology
under discussion.
I also showed that in some cases it is possible to support even the initiation of use
discourses. With the “conflict detection” functionality my prototype also showed how
potentially use-discourse-initiating events can be detected and reported to affected users.
This was in that case possible because of the formal description of the tailoring objects as
predicate-language formulas (that allowed the detection of conflicts between individual
and group-/organisation-wide rule sets). This kind of very specific support for discussing
use issues regarding one functionality of a groupware is definitely not possible in all
scenarios, as my second prototype demonstrated.

7.3.2 Referring to technology in use discourses
In both prototypes I established additional means to make it easier for discourse
participants to refer to the technology under discussion. The features were much
appreciated in both prototypes, but several improvements have also been suggested. First,
to improve the approach to provide static representations of a tailoring object or a use
situation of a tool (by means of screenshots), the use of “screen movies” was suggested.
However, the picture remained unclear whether the additional effort that the production
and perception of annotated video material requires would be justified by the expressive
power gained. Second, several alternative representations have been suggested to be also
available for quotations in use discourses. Aside from design-oriented representations
(like use cases, architectural drawings, UML diagrams, etc.), also documentation has
been suggested as a base material for use discourses.
The representation-oriented approach does also not support all technological aspects.
Referring to technological aspect that has no interface representation is as problematic as
referring to non-existing functions (e.g. when discussing a lack of satisfaction with the
service a software delivers that addresses missing functionality). But referring to the
technology is one thing, referring to its use is the other. My approach to provide
representations does not cover the technological aspects of a use situation. Other use
aspects, like current project or task, organisational structures or past use experiences do
not have easily accessible representations and have to be referred to by language.
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7.3.3 Process support for appropriation
My perception of appropriation that I embedded into my approaches was to understand
tailoring as an appropriation activity that leads to an objectification of a certain mode of
usage. Assuming this objectification as the culmination point of one tailoring activity I
derived a notion of tailoring as a small-scale design process. For that reason, I also
implemented some kind of process support into my approaches.
To provide means for a converging discussion process is also necessary provide a
certain stability of the technology usage in an application field. As we pointed out in
Törpel et al. (2003, Publication II), to allow as well as to balance both of tendencies
“standardisation” and “proliferation” can be a valuable driving force for organisational
innovation. Process convergence can be achieved by implementing means for decision
making (deadlines, decision procedures) or for discourse structuring, or by facilitation.
Prior research indicated that overstructuring a discussion might have negative effects on
participation (see discussion on IBIS in section 6.1 ).
In the “POLIAwaC extended” example I implemented closing deadlines and voting
support. The discussions were not explicitly structured, but since a single discourse was
attached to a “tailoring object” (a use convention), there was a certain structure. However,
this structure can be assumed to have no effect on the convergence of discussions. In the
“Online Future Workshop” example, there was the structure of the future workshop,
although many aspects of the structure intentionally remained easily negotiable (phase
duration, deadlines, etc.). The “management” of this structure was part of the workshop
facilitation.
The negative experiences with structuring communication in IBIS research had to do
with a formalisation of the contributions, especially their mutual relations and their
visualisation. I tried to establish a content-related structure by requesting contributions to
obey the rules for every phase (e.g. no discussion of the critical contributions in the first
phase), and this also had effects on the communication. Participants were worrying
whether a possible contribution was “right” for the phase, or whether an already
published contribution should be in this phase. The second phase (“fantasy”, idea creation
without considering existing resources) was described as inappropriate for technological
settings. The articulation of the phases and their duration required an explicit
management and announcing of changes (e.g. postponements) that was perceived as
confusing and distracting for the use discourse. This indicates, that less explicit measures
for establishing process convergence might be more advisable (e.g. by facilitation,
although this might be very cost-intensive).
An important factor of appropriation processes is the fluid nature of user participation.
Participants are likely drifting into and out of the discourse depending on their workload.
I tried to address that with technological means in the “POLIAwaC extended” example
(the “tailoring awareness” functionality to notify users of relevant tailoring activities), but
in the “Online Future Workshop” this was the main reason for providing facilitation.
While participants were satisfied with the technological support, they expressed a need
for more frequent activities to raise the awareness for ongoing appropriation activities
(activating facilitation) and for a quick access to existing discussions by means of
summaries (“journalistic” facilitation).
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7.3.4 Social and cultural aspects
In earlier studies I have been able to show examples how usages have been transferred or
developed:
− By handing over a readily installed laptop, a certain organisation of personal
information was transferred between a senior member of a company and a novice
(Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II).
− By discussing a pile of forms on a desk, a staff member and a member of an IT
support group started developing a groupware-based version of a coordination process
that significantly improved process speed (Pipek and Wulf 1999, Publication I)
Though these examples illustrate “demonstration” and “communication” as important
activities to transfer and discover usages, they also illustrate the existence of framing
organisational conditions that allowed the activities to succeed. In the first example, a
certain basis for trust had to be established to allow before it was acceptable to hand over
a laptop computer still containing most of the documents the previous owner had worked
with. In the second example, the IT support members were active in the field since there
was an acclaimed effort to develop computer-based work processes for this authority.
That gave the freedom to discuss and implement changes. These are just examples,
further beneficial framing conditions could easily be extracted from the examples.
While for the “POLIAwaC extended” prototype I worked with an application field
where people knew each other sufficiently well to be able to also have a trusted online
communication, I developed additional means for the inter-organisational scenario of the
“Online Future Workshop”. The additional forums for socialisation (for self-introduction
and for informal communication) were used, but also criticised since the presentations
still were more into professional than private aspects. The option to use an “avatar”
graphic (any drawing or photography) was neither used much nor noticed much. The
additional face-to-face meeting was considered valuable and important. Many
interviewees suggested to have more meetings (e.g. at the end of the phases) during the
process, but the difficulties that the facilitators encountered in the process of setting up
the one meeting that took place do leave some doubts whether the issue of appropriation
would be considered important enough to join in the meetings. In this case, the existing
personal bands between the four organisations also contributed significantly to the
relative success of my approach.
I remain cautious with claiming an easy transfer of my communicative approach to
other application fields. In the initial studies it became also clear, that when it comes to
the question whether the confrontation with collaborative software at the workplace leads
to an appropriation process or more a “coping” process, an active self-perception as a
designer of the own work environment is necessary. Since in the “Online Future
Workshop” scenario almost all participants were trained in designing software, the
culture that fosters my approach to appropriation support was definitely there. In other
application fields there might be more difficulties. The literature in participatory design
and tailoring reported in quite a number of cases about patterns of delegation (also visible
in my studies), and it might be useful to explicitly address and visualise delegation
relationships in use discourses.
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I have to be aware that despite more elaborated support for the exchange and
negotiation of usages, the dog still wags the tail, not vice versa: An open communication
culture and a basic organisational interest in improvement and reflection are prerequisites
for successful appropriation. In that respect, further research will also have to find out
what kind of appropriation support measure is appropriate for what kind of organisational
setting.

7.3.5 The appropriation of appropriation support
An important issue that occurred in my “Online Future Workshop” example is that any
technological appropriation support also is subject to an appropriation process. First, this
perspective allows me to better articulate a basic requirement that I also addressed with
my approaches:
Every technological measure to support appropriation should be easier to
appropriate than the original technology that is being appropriated.
It is obvious, that there can be no real measure for the “appropriability” of software. It
depends on organisational (prior technological experience, communication culture, etc.)
as well as individual factors (prior technological experience, articulation capabilities,
etc.). To develop my approaches, I considered more general issues like implementing
user-friendly environments (especially in the “POILAwaC extended” case), and even
more general, with my communication-oriented approach. My hypothesis that written
articulation about technology and technology usage is easier for users than actually using
the technology, and that I can assume a large body of existing experience with computermediated communication (E-Mail, Web discussion forums, etc.) is plausible, but the
question needs to be considered again for every application field and every approach to
support appropriation.
But I also collected first practical experiences regarding the appropriation of
appropriation support. First, my approach to give the discussions some structure was not
fully appreciated. While there was in general a positive attitude towards a structured
process inspired by the “Future workshop” idea (although several improvements have
been proposed), the practice showed that having to obey a structure was often considered
inappropriate (and thus ignored) when writing a contribution. The different roles that
participants take (contributor, reader, deciding person, person affected) obviously may
result in conflicting requirements for designing appropriation support. In general the
question arises, which role to address with a support concept for appropriation. Second,
the border between discussing actual work problems (in this case problems with the
component-based framework that was developed) and discussing tool configurations and
tool usage (e.g. how to configure a versioning system) blurred in the practice that
developed with my approach to appropriation support. The strong distinction between
work and the reflective level of discussing software usages might also have contributed to
the several postponements and the final failure that the online workshop experienced.
My results indicate that there is more to be done to support the social aspects, e.g. by
providing more face-to-face meeting opportunities and a stronger facilitation. However, I
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also have to point out that when comparing the explicit demands that participants stated
in the interviews (e.g. regarding having more meetings) to the actual behaviour during the
workshop (here: prioritising productive work over establishing an initial meeting prior to
the online workshop) it has to be considered that the issue of appropriation might be even
more peripheral in practice than it shows in the explicit comments of users.
On a conceptual level, the considerations regarding the appropriation of appropriation
support measures mark the part of my research on “designing” appropriation support that
goes beyond my control, my experience and my expertise. However, the impulses that
become visible here represent an important foundation for future research on
appropriation support in general and more specifically on the idea of “use discourses”.

7.4 Design recommendations for Use Discourses
In my work I aimed at supporting appropriation activities like communicating about a
technology or demonstrating its use. I developed the idea of Use Discourses that relate to
possible tailoring activities in collaborative software infrastructures. The first assessments
of my ideas in my evaluations prove that use discourses are a viable concept to further
elaborate on. I now briefly summarise the design recommendations for Use Discourses
that I derive from my experiences.
− Use-oriented perspective over function-oriented perspective: Although tailoring
remains to be an important appropriation activity, a close connection between use
discourses and tailoring environments might result in a function-oriented structure that
established unnecessary boundaries in use discourses. It is better to maintain a
coherent discourse on one use issue, even if it crosses several functions of an
application or involves several applications.
− Quoting Support: Supporting a simple way of referring to technology is important, but
also other, more organisational use aspects could be incorporated if appropriate
representations are available.
− Integration of Use and Use Reflection: The separation between work discussions and
reflections about work and technology usage could be considered uncomfortable for
use discourses in some application fields. It might be more appropriate to find ways to
integrate these aspects.
− Appropriation Awareness: Since appropriation activities usually have a lower priority
than work activities, it is important to plan for measures to raise awareness of ongoing
activities. These might be technological measures (visualisations at the computer
desktop, “tailoring awareness”), or facilitation strategies.
− Convergence Support: My approaches to address the issue of a necessary convergence
of use discourses by giving structure to the discussions also produced opportunities for
misunderstandings and insecurities regarding the appropriateness of contributions. It
might be better to experiment with “softer” measures like an appropriate facilitation or
a visualisation of (the lack of) process convergence.
− Address Participant Drift: The support for participants that drift out of and into the use
discourse depending on their engagement in other activities has to be addressed. This
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may involve technological measures (e.g. visualisations of past activities) as well as
organisational measures (“journalistic” facilitation by providing summaries).
− Facilitation: I already addressed several tasks that facilitators can serve in during
appropriation support measures. Aside from these tasks, facilitation should also aim at
initiating reflections on the usage of technologies and tools. The organisational role of
an “Appropriation MC (Master of Ceremonies)”, that mediates between initiatives to
change or invent tool or technology usages and potentially interested members of an
organisation.
In general, according to my experiences, regarding computational support in use
discourses one should prioritise “providing expressional power” over “providing
overview by structuring”.
My idea to connect use discourses to tailoring environments was plausible since I
aimed at extending existing meta-functions (those to manipulate the tools users work
with) of collaborative software. But as we pointed out in section 4.6 , there is a strong
need for a more radically use-oriented perspective that allows considering use aspect
‘beyond one tool’. My evaluations confirm that a communication-oriented approach like
a “use discourse” environment leads to an addressing of use issues far beyond the level of
one function or even one application. In both evaluations the concern was raised that a
strong connection of use discourses to processes that - from the outset - aim at changing
tool configurations (as tailoring activities usually are) might lead to missed opportunities
of reflection that usually would be possible in my approach to support use discourses, e.g.
discussions resulting from help requests, which are not likely to occur in a tailoring
context. It has to be considered whether an application field offers other opportunities to
anchor use discourses as well as associated tailoring activities “near” tool practice.

8 Towards Appropriation Support
In this final chapter, I summarise my research and address other research branches that I
consider relevant for appropriation support for collaborative software systems.
I started my considerations with the problem of Information Systems research: i.e.
how to develop a situation, in which (maybe newly developed) information technology
successfully supports human activities in a way that is perceived as an improvement
compared to earlier situations. It is in line with a general movement in current design
research (Swann 2002) that this question, which has long be considered as belonging
solely to the domain of design professions, now is perceived as much more multifarious.
The interpretive work of end-users is as important as the constructive work of the
designers for the perception and assessment of an artefact (here: an Information System;
and more specifically, a groupware or collaborative infrastructure). This insight,
confirmed the observation of the research discussion regarding the tailoring of
groupware, was the inspiration for my research towards “appropriation support” as well
as for the way of performing it: explorative, with a close orientation at the practice of the
kind of tools under consideration. The basic idea was simple: A technology could already
come not only with functionality regarding its actual use purpose, but also with functions
regarding the interactions (usually performed by end-users) it causes in the process of
establishing and maintaining a use practice. Considering that the “use purpose” for
collaborative software artefacts (the artefact class I considered) is at least partially to
support interactions, this should not be too difficult. However, the relationship between
use and technology is quite complex and not only dependent on technological issues. I
had to dig deeper into the matter, and started from the functional support for “meta
issues” that already existed: the discussion on “Tailorability”.
I identified the “appropriation support” perspective from a critical comparison of
approaches to support tailoring (usually focusing on the manipulation of software
artefacts) and the user activities that were visible in descriptions of tailoring experiments
in practice and in studies on groupware-related organisational change. The appropriation
support perspective focuses on appropriation as a social and collaborative process with
appropriation activities performed by the persons who work in the application field of a
groupware product. It is not restricted to cases of actual tool modification (as the tailoring
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perspective was), but focuses on the invention and change of usages whether or not this
involves tailoring (which still remains to be an important appropriation activity).
I now describe the contribution of my research and then address further research
opportunities.

8.1 From Tailoring to Appropriation Support
With my argument for appropriation support I aimed at complementing the existing
research on tailoring support. I identified the notion of an “appropriation activity” that a
group of users perform in order to align technology configurations, use conventions and
organisational context as the basis for thinking about appropriation support.
In two long-term studies on the use of groupware in organisations I was able to
describe “usage communication”, “usage observation/visualisation” and “usage
modification” as coarse-grained appropriation activities. But it was also evident that there
are framing conditions for these activities that play a major role for developing
appropriate concepts to support them. Tailoring (as part of usage modifications) remained
an important appropriation activity that already had a history of support concepts.
Therefore, I took the decision to use collaborative tailoring as a starting point for my
design.
The appropriation support perspective required a new understanding of the
collaborative dimension of tailoring along the ties that motivate or enforce user
collaboration in tailoring activities. I tried to capture these ties in distinguishing four
scenarios (Shared Use, Shared Context, Shared Tool and Shared Infrastructure) and
describing support approaches that also inform about appropriation support concepts. The
“Shared Infrastructure” scenario plays a special role for further considerations regarding
appropriation support. First, it is a more adequate description of current office
workplaces. Second, and more importantly, it marks the transition between a technologyoriented perspective on use and a “usage-oriented” perspective. In “tailoring” research,
inherently a designer-oriented perspective is enforced because use is perceived as
structured and fragmented according to tool uses and (sequences of) “function
deployments”, and because the horizon ends where the tool (the limited sphere of
influence of a designer) ends. The “Shared Infrastructure” scenario opens up this
perspective, and takes note of the art of tool orchestration that is performed by users in
order to achieve a work goal.
These considerations lead to several suggestions for appropriation support in section
5.1.2 but I focused on the communicative and collaborative aspects of appropriation
activities in combination with existing ideas for tailoring support. Taking tailoring
environments as a starting point, I developed the idea of “use discourses” as an integrated
platform for communication, collaboration and negotiation regarding technology usages.
The framing conditions of appropriation activities called for an easily accessible and
process-aware lightweight support of technology-related discourses. I further explored
approaches for using online discourses for other problems to derive “discourse
ergonomics” for appropriation support (integrating discourse and artefact under
consideration, allowing “software quoting”, etc.).
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The considerations resulted in the construction and evaluation of two prototypes for
use discourse environments. The “POLIAwaC extended” prototype was developed for
use discourses and tailoring activities regarding function in a “Shared Tool” scenario and
is still close to other approaches for collaborative tailoring. The “Online Future
Workshop” concept was designed for a “Shared Infrastructure” situation, with much less
restrictions about tailoring alternatives. Both prototypes were integrated as much as
possible in the matter (software) whose role (use) was under consideration, both used
discourse structures for navigation and structuring, both supported the quoting of
tailoring alternatives or software representations in general, and both worked with weak
process models to structure and guide the discourse (also guaranteeing an end).
In the evaluations, the general usefulness of these ideas could be established, but the
framing conditions (especially the subordinated nature of appropriation activities
compared to “productive” work) pose serious challenges to the design of use discourses
that are reflected in the design recommendations that concluded the chapter 7.
However, the evaluations have also been very important to gain a deeper
understanding of the framing conditions of appropriation activities. Appropriation
activities often follow direct task needs, and they may be displaced by other work
activities. The process support concepts for appropriation processes especially have to
consider this, e.g. by allowing easy access, easy exit and a general peripheral awareness
of discourses, or by offering support for delegation. Cultural aspects also play an
important role, a “designer” attitude, an awareness of the ability to modify the work
environment, and an open communication culture regarding even detailed usage
exchange (e.g. in the “laptop-passed-on” example) is helpful to stimulate participation in
appropriation support measures. Finally, it has to be noticed that appropriation support
concepts are also subject to an appropriation process, which sets standards for a low-level
complexity of appropriation support concepts (which is in my opinion reflected in the
idea of use discourse environments).
With my research I inherently gave the term “technology appropriation” a new
meaning: by weakening the notion of technology appropriation as something that simply
happens, and strengthening the notion that technology appropriation is a process in which
a number of activities produce a certain situation of technology use. While the activities
of designers (people with technological knowledge) are relatively well understood and
supported, the activities of users (people with knowledge on a work context) are not.
These activities define a type of work that is part of every modern workplace. Usually,
this type of work is neither very visible nor actively addressed nor supported by the
technologies at stake. In the field of collaborative software, I took the opportunity to
address and embed support for some appropriation activities.
Providing support for this type of work also means that it becomes more visible. And
even if the support that is being offered is not fully adequate for the situation it faces in
practice, it produces representations of that type of work that may not only be beneficial
for the actual use situation, but also for studying and understanding that use situation (as
described by Suchman 1995). Future research on appropriation support has to be aware of
that additional analytical dimension.
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8.2 Visions for further research
First, I believe that terminology and descriptions regarding situations of technology usage
should be further developed. In (Törpel et al. 2003, Publication II) we already started
developing new descriptions for appropriation patterns that might serve both analysis of
appropriation as well as design of appropriation support measures. Some descriptions I
found in other publications, e.g. the “appropriation moves” of conforming, imitation,
mutual discovery found by Jasperson et al. (1999) are helpful in understanding the
phenomenon of appropriation, but do not provide a framework for describing a specific
situation of technology usage in a way that would inform measures of appropriation
support. In that respect, I would expect more from description concepts that follow the
perception of technology users (in a given context) as a “Community of Practice” in the
sense of Wenger’s (1998) social theory of learning, because of its explicit reference to the
“locality of practice” that constitutes a “community”.
To develop not only understanding, but also support concepts for appropriation, I still
believe it is necessary for every terminological or descriptive framework to also describe
the activities that constitute the phenomenon of appropriation. Activities describe best,
what parts of work can be addressed by appropriation support measures.
With the idea of use discourses that I described in this contribution, only part of the
ideas regarding appropriation support have been covered. Considering the suggestions
from section 5.1.2 , historicity support, decision support, demonstration support,
observation support and delegation support, have only been partially addressed by our
idea of use discourses. Some basic technological support (esp. regarding “outer
tailorability”), simulation support, exploration support, explanation support and (re-)
design support have not been addressed at all. Further ideas for appropriation support
may complement this list.
The appropriation support perspective would require all these support ideas to
maintain a social or collaborative approach to the appropriation activity they support. I
now continue this line of thought in developing a vision of “Virtual Communities of
Technology Practice” as a conclusion to my research. Firstly, I briefly comment on the
possible use of the most recent discussions on “infrastructure” for future research on
appropriation support.

8.2.1 Infrastructure reconsidered
There are two lines of conflict that I consider as highly important from my experience.
The first one is between the conflicting tendencies of standardisation and the proliferation
of technology usage, that both have a beneficial role for developing new technology
usages. The second one runs between the competing work types of “productive work”
(the “actual” work) and “infrastructural” work (the work we do to be able to do the
“actual” work), whose competition in my evaluations decided on user involvement in my
approaches to appropriation support. I believe these lines can both be captured in one
conceptual framework by reconsidering current research on “infrastructure”.
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I used the term “infrastructure” throughout this work in a usual, but rather lighthearted manner to address a connected multitude of technologies, tools and devices that
we usually encounter in organisational settings. Star and Bowker (2002) analysed history
and relations of traditional “infrastructures” like water channel systems and electrical
power systems, and the consequences this should have for technology design. They
described seven features that constitute the character of a structure that is perceived as an
“infrastructure”.
The tension between proliferation and standardisation for holistically recognising
appropriation practice can be captured in this framework by the explicit consideration of
the spatial and temporal scope of infrastructure and its usage, and by addressing the
duality of the “global” nature of infrastructures and its local practice.
When we discuss collaborative software as a specific type of work infrastructure (as it
already was one of the intentions in Star and Ruhleder 1996, and as it is the main
perspective in Karasti and Syrjanen 2004), we can use it to find and acknowledge
situations where the line between “productive work” and “infrastructural work” is
“naturally” crossed. This might be for example in cases of an “infrastructure breakdown”,
no matter whether there is an actual breakdown or “just” a perceived failure (expected
service not delivered by infrastructure). These situations may be those, in which measures
of appropriation support may receive more attention since the productive work already
has been pushed into the background. Many studies of the work in “technology-usemediation” (Orlikowski 1992, Okamura et al. 1994, Trigg and Bødker 1994, Mark 1997)
also show that user support in “breakdown situations” contributes to a better technology
understanding. With the “conflict detection” feature in the “POLIAwaC extended”
prototype (Pipek 2003, Publication V), I was able to draw attention to a very specific
breakdown situation (“A tailoring activity has been initiated that conflicts with my
individual settings”). To further examine these considerations may improve the
understanding of the dynamics of appropriation processes.

8.2.2 Supporting “Virtual Communities of Technology Practice”
I maintained a collaborative perspective on appropriation. I already pointed out how
broad the range of collaborative activities in appropriation processes can be: from “use
observation” as the simplest case of “collaboration” to the explicit negotiation and
creation of new artefacts or artefact usages. Unlike collaboration in tailoring,
collaboration in appropriation processes is not necessarily a joint production of results (as
a tool configuration), but more a joint production of the meaning of a technology for a
use situation. Thus, in my vision of appropriation support the “collaborative activities”
also define a “community of practice” in the sense of Wenger (1998): a social compound
in which technological practice can be observed, passed on and further developed. This
“community of technology practice” is the construct to be addressed by appropriation
support.
In the field of CSCW, where technological, organisational and social connections
among potential community members can be assumed to be already established or easy to
establish, I have the opportunity to support that compound as a virtual community. With
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my realisation of “use discourses” I offered technological support for the “collaborationintensive” end of community support. It allowed the transfer of knowledge about actual
or possible technology usages by means of language and discourse. Research on other
online creativity techniques (e.g. Cox and Greenberg 2000) might help to overcome a
certain clumsiness that comes from using written language in creative processes.
Experiments with spoken language might help lower the perceived costs of participation.
The collection and provision of discourse contributions (either in their original state or in
a “processed” state, e.g. following the editorial procedures of the “Answer Garden”
architecture of Ackerman 1994) might increase the perceived benefit of participation.
Future research should also address further improvement to my idea of “quoting”
technology. It would be valuable to collect experiences with different representations of
technology and use contexts (e.g. those from Baecker 2002). In that context, the
accessibility of the matter “software” could be further improved by developing additional
descriptive power with “Application Markup Languages” that allow us to address and
distinguish different functions and interface objects in a uniform way even in
heterogeneous tool infrastructures (towards “outer” appropriation support). Together with
Dourish’s call for behavioural descriptions to increase the accountability of technologies
(Dourish 1997) this would also help users to maintain a better overview and
understanding of technology.
On a simpler level of the collaboration spectrum of appropriation further research
should be done for observation support. Existing research examples come from Dourish
(2003), who described how document management could be enhanced to allow users
leaving “footprints” on the documents they used, and from Linton (2003) who made the
use of functions of a word processor visible.
In the support for tailoring collaborative software, a number of studies referred to
delegation patterns that evolved in application fields (also occurring in Pipek and Wulf
1999, Publication I). Considering the varying degrees of involvement that users may
show in appropriation activities, explicit support for delegation (e.g. establishing and
visualising delegation relationships) might be a way of establishing more appropriate or
coherent participation structures in appropriation support measures. Since, on the other
hand, the potential loss of “real” participation might also result in a significant loss
regarding actual transfer or innovation of usage, further research needs to find out how
these aspects balance out.
Although my research and the focus of appropriation support is in the support of useruser-interaction, I agree with Mørch and Mehandijev (2000) that for a long-term
perspective on improving design and development of CSCW systems it is necessary to
establish closer ties between the roles of “users” and “designers”. In the field of
Participatory Design, s research area that follows these aspects very closely, current
considerations reflect on the challenge that the approaches often presuppose a number of
prerequisites that are absent in many types of application fields (Törpel et al. 2002).
Future research on appropriation support measures could also connect to these
considerations towards more “casual” Participatory Design approaches.
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